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SSTT - Scandinavian Society for
Trenchless Technology

INTRODUCTION

Here, at the beginning of the 21st century, we can
celebrate the silver jubilee of trenchless installation and rehabilitation methods. Numerous systems
have been introduced over the years, nearly all of
which have been put to use. Many of them are
still employed today. Requirements for high quality and long service life leave no doubt about the
suitability of the systems. However, the knowledge found in many large and small innovative
companies has never been compiled, despite the
fact that the methods are still being developed.
No training is presently available on the systems
currently in use and their applications despite
continued development of the systems – systems
that can also be expected to undergo tremendous
future development in order to meet ever increasing demands for high-quality solutions and competitive prices.The widespread faults and shortcomings in the Scandinavian pipeline system will be
remedied using the numerous existing systems,
but will also benefit from the many technical innovations that the sector will continue to develop
in the future.
More than ten years ago, Scandinavian collaboration on trenchless pipeline rehabilitation was
begun.The Scandinavian Society for Trenchless
Technology – SSTT – was established with the
purpose not only of identifying and disseminating
knowledge about techniques for trenchless renovation and installation systems but also of researching and developing new techniques.
It was therefore a particularly happy occasion
when the board of The Scandinavian Society for
Trenchless Technology (SSTT) unanimously
agreed to grant a considerable sum of money in

support of the preparation of a handbook describing trenchless installation and rehabilitation
techniques. Supplementary funding from various
institutions, municipal authorities and contractors
assured the financial basis for commencing the
project: "SSTT – NO-DIG HANDBOOK". A
great number of people from the Scandinavian
countries have contributed to the handbook, as
either authors or co-authors of sections on specific techniques.The editorial committee has also
included representatives from SSTT member countries.The fact that SSTT is an exceptional
cross-disciplinary forum has also made itself felt
in so far as repre-sentatives of pipeline owners,
manufacturers, consulting companies, and contractors have also contributed to the preparation
of the handbook.
To ensure that the handbook is as technically
complete as possible, a steering committee consisting of future users of the handbook was appointed to read and assess the material compiled.The
purpose of the book was to gather all available
knowledge and make it available to pipeline
owners and the authorities responsible for maintaining the many run-down pipeline systems. A
further purpose was to provide a reference book
for use by the many people attending educational
institutions and institutes that provide courses in
the environmental aspects of the complex water
pipeline and sewer networks.
As is evident from the above, many people
have put considerable effort into preparing this
SSTT NO-DIG HANDBOOK. All have provided their services without charge.The many
authors who have contributed cannot be thanked
enough for the admirable work they have performed.
Very many thanks to everyone who has assisted in
this interesting project.
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the new techniques, to organise future conferences and to establish a magazine that could communicate new technological developments. At the
end of the conference, it was agreed to establish
an international organisation.
On this background, the International Society
for Trenchless Technology – ISTT – was founded
on 8 September 1986 as a non-profit company
under British law backed by 12 guarantors.Ted
Flaxman and Peter Banks were appointed directors of the society, while John James and David
Dacam were appointed technical secretary and
secretary respectively.The society's magazine, published quarterly, was named Underground, and
the first issue appeared in April 1987. It remained
the official journal of the society until October
1993 when it was superseded by NO-DIG
International.
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2.1 The early years, 1980-1986
ISTT history goes back to the early 1980s, when
several engineers in the UK began to question
the efficiency of using conventional open-cut
trenching for rehabilitating existing underground
pipelines and for establishing new pipelines.
In a speech in 1980, one of these engineers,
Ted Flaxman, drew attention to the inefficiency
of conventional trenching methods and to the
considerable disruption of traffic it caused. He
also emphasised the significance of potential damage to infrastructure that resulted from digging
up roads.
Later that year, a working group on trenchless
technology was formed to assess alternative construction methods. At about the same time, an international survey highlighted pioneering work in
the field of microtunnelling initiated in Japan and
Germany and the use of trenchless methods to
rehabilitate existing pipelines in the UK. It was
clear that open-cut techniques produced similar
problems in many parts of the world, and that alternative solutions were being actively investigated in several countries.The working group
was therefore superseded in 1983 by an organising committee, whose purpose was to arrange a
conference on trenchless technology to be held in
1985.
During the preparation of the conference, a
suitable name for the new technology was discussed, and the term NO-DIG coined.The conference and associated exhibition were named NODIG '85 and were held in London in April 1985.
Papers were presented at the conference from
Australia, Japan, Germany, the USA and other
countries.The conference – which was arranged
by Westrade and attended by 67 companies and
385 delegates – was thus truly international.
One of the speakers at the conference was Dr
Satoru Tohyama, the then vice president of Japan
Sewage Works Agency. He was accompanied by a
large delegation of contractors and plant manufacturers from the fast-growing microtunnelling
sector.This proved to be the beginning of a long
and fruitful partnership between ISTT and Dr
Tohyama, who was awarded the ISTT gold medal
in 1995 and was the president of the society from
1998 to 2001.
During the conference, the organising committee held several meetings in order to take
advantage of the presence of experts from more
than 25 countries.The success of the conference
confirmed that an international organisation was
needed to handle the exchange of information on

2.2 International development and
organisation, 1987 to the present day
During the following months, the newly appointed directors and staff promoted ISTT via their
international network of contacts. One of the
results was an agreement to hold NO-DIG '88 in
Washington DC in collaboration with the US
Water Pollution Control Federation.
In the meantime, a second international conference was held in 1987 – also in London – and
was a great success. It hosted the first meeting of
a new "International Committee" with representatives from the USA, Japan, Germany, the UK
and the Netherlands.The second meeting of this
committee was held at the NO-DIG '88 conference in Washington, which attracted a large
number of participants from around the world,
thus firmly establishing the society's credibility. At
this conference, the
establishment of the first national society in the
Netherlands was announced.
As the activities of the ISTT grew, David
Dacam was succeeded in November 1988 by
John Sutro. At the same time,Ted Flaxman resigned from his consulting company in order to
devote more time to the affairs of ISTT.
It soon became evident that a new structure
was needed for ISTT – one that reflected the international status of the organisation to a greater
extent. It was therefore decided that each national
society should be invited to nominate a director
to sit on the ISTT board, under the proviso that
national societies became formally affiliated to
ISTT and contributed to its funding.
1
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The first meeting of the enlarged board of directors took place in Hamburg in October 1991
during NO-DIG '91. Nine representatives from
seven countries participated, thus assuring the international status of ISTT.This global identity has
since been reflected in the various nationalities of
successive chairmen.Ted Flaxman was succeeded
in October 1993 by Michel Mermet from
France. Rolf Bielecki from Germany took over
the chairmanship in March 1996, and was succeeded by Gert Fischer from Denmark in September
1999.The next change of chairman is due to take
place in May 2002, when Ray Sterling from the
USA will take over.
The custom of nominating vice presidents,
started in 1987, has continued, and the positions
are currently held by Menno Henneveld, chairman of the Australasian society and Dietrich Stein
from Germany.Ted Flaxman has meanwhile continued his work for ISTT as chairman emeritus.
The day-to-day affairs of ISTT are managed
by an executive secretary based in London. As the
complete board – which currently has about 30
members – only meets once a year, an executive
sub-committee – comprising the most recent former chairman, the present chairman, the coming
chairman and one or two other members – meets
quarterly to deal with the main questions on behalf of the full board.
The current executive secretary is John Castle,
who succeeded John Sutro in 1998. He is assisted

by a secretary and by a part-time technical secretary, a position held by John Heavens since John
James's retirement.
2.3 Affiliated societies
(national organisations)
Right from the start, the initial organising committee was well aware that ISTT could not hope
to be effective in promoting interest in the technology or arranging activities in individual countries where trenchless rehabilitation techniques
were developing rapidly.The announcement in
1988 of the founding of the first national society
in the Netherlands – with the twofold purpose of
affiliating with ISTT and arranging a NO-DIG
conference in Rotterdam in 1990 – was therefore
welcomed. A Swedish society was established in
1989, and the year after, national societies were
founded in France, Germany and North America.
The pattern of future ISTT development was
thus formed. Companies and individuals in countries without a national society could initially join
ISTT direct. Gradually, new national societies were then formed and affiliated with ISTT as local
membership reached a viable size.
Annual subscriptions, based on the number of
corporate and individual members, were introduced to provide funds to partially cover ISTT activities. In addition, day-to-day expenses are financed by income from the annual NO-DIG events
and from the provision of various services.

Map showing national organisations affiliated with ISTT.
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2.4 International NO-DIG
conferences and exhibitions
One of the main tasks of ISTT is to organise international NO-DIG conferences and exhibitions. Since 1987, these have been annual events,
but two conferences were held in 1990, 1992 and
1997 to meet regional needs. In recent years, conference venues have alternated between countries
with well-developed markets for trenchless technologies and countries with new, undeveloped
markets. ISTT has deliberately targeted these
latter countries in order to promote awareness of
the advantages of NO-DIG techniques and to
stimulate their implementation. Since 1990, conferences have been arranged as joint ventures
between ISTT and the national society in question.
The main purpose of the conferences is to advance the science and practice of NO-DIG technology via the presentation and discussion of formal papers. Since 1985, over 700 papers from
more than 1,200 authors have been presented at
ISTT conferences. Conference proceedings –
available in print until 1999, and since then
available in electronic form – provide a unique
record of the development of trenchless techniques and is an invaluable source of technical and
market information. ISTT is currently considering ways of making this information easily
available on its web site. As a start, topics covered
at individual conferences will be listed.
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The exhibitions associated with the conferences are an ideal opportunity for manufacturers
and contractors to demonstrate their products and
services to potential customers. Until now, more
that 1,800 stands have been displayed.The exhibitions provide crucial funding for the conferences
and also make considerable contributions to
ISTT and national society funding.
At some of the conferences, work-sites have
been set up locally so that delegates and other visitors could see for themselves full-scale NO-DIG
techniques in practice.The best example of this is
Copenhagen in 1994, where several fully operational work-sites could be visited over a three-day
period.
The third, and probably most valuable, purpose
of NO-DIG events is to provide a forum for informal discussions between manufacturers, contractors, consultants, customers and other interested parties from all over the world.This is particularly facilitated by the social events, reflecting
local culture and traditions, that are held in connection with the conferences and exhibitions.
Since 1985, more that 14,000 delegates have benefited from and enjoyed this unique opportunity.
Besides its own NO-DIG events, ISTT supports regional conferences and conferences on
special topics. In 1995, ISTT arranged a conference in collaboration with the International
Water Supply Association on lead pipelines as the
culmination of work done by an ISTT working
group on the subject. Also in 1995, ISTT sponsored a conference and exhibition in Warsaw on developments in Eastern and Central Europe. In
1995, ISTT provided financial support for
Trenchless Asia, held in Singapore. A similar event
will be held in Hong Kong in late 2002.
In February 2001, ISTT arranged Trenchless
Egypt – the first NO-DIG conference to be held
in the Middle East – in collaboration with the
United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and Westrade.The conference consisted
of two parallel sessions – one dealing with local
issues and thus targeting local contractors and engineers, the other targeting invited governmental
and public-amenity decision-makers in order to
communicate information and training on the
environmental benefits of NO-DIG methods for
the installation of new supply pipelines and the
maintenance of existing pipelines. Cooperation
between ISTT and the UN will be continued
and expanded in the coming years.
Besides marketing via the international NODIG conferences, ISTT has also used various
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The number of ISTT members has grown
steadily – from 1,280 in 1989 to 3,958 in 1999.
Reorganisation of the North American and other
societies in 1999 and 2000 has, however, reduced
ISTT membership to about 3,500 as at 1 January
2002.
The larger national societies have set up web
sites, organised annual conferences and exhibitions, and have permanent working groups on
various technological aspects.The French and UK
societies both hold "NO-DIG Live" events, in
which trenchless techniques are demonstrated in
practice. So far, 13 societies have arranged international NO-DIG conferences and exhibitions in
collaboration with ISTT, and there is fierce competition among the societies to hold forthcoming
events.
As at 1 January 2002, there were 25 affiliated
societies altogether. For financial reasons, Russia
and now also Argentina are not presently affiliated
with ISTT, and the Hungarian society has but a
single member.
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publications and, more recently, the Internet to
spread information on NO-DIG techniques and
their advantages. ISTT publications include
"Glossary of Trenchless Terms", a dictionary of
NO-DIG terminology, and "Trenchless
Guidelines", a comprehensive overview of the
possibilities for pipeline rehabilitation using NODIG methods that includes information on a broad spectrum of topics ranging from pipeline inspection and assessment to choice of suitable
technologies for evaluating final results.
"Trenchless Guidelines" is marketed by ISTT, but
members also have access to download the booklet in pdf format from the ISTT web site. Several
national societies have translated the guidelines
into their own languages.
In addition, an ISTT Directory and Yearbook
is published, which allows potential users to locate and contact manufacturers, suppliers and contractors offering the entire range of NO-DIG
services.This and many other facilities are now
available on the ISTT web site (www.ISTT.com),
which has recently been completely updated and
redesigned in order to meet the needs of members. ISTT also collaborates with Elsevier on the
publication of the journal "Trenchless Technology
Research", which contains peer-reviewed papers
on a wide range of relevant topics.
The final element in ISTT dissemination of
information is the official society magazine – initially called Underground, since 1993 called NODIG International (NDI).The journal, now published monthly, is sent to all members of ISTT
and affiliated national societies as part of their
membership.Technical and market-related articles
on all aspects of NO-DIG technology are published in NDI.

2.5 NO-DIG awards
Since 1986, ISTT has given an annual award to
organisations and companies that have made exceptional contributions to the promotion of NODIG methods.The award is presented at the annual international NO-DIG conferences and the
awarding jury consists of ISTT board members,
that is to say representatives of the individual
national organisations.
2.6 ISTT in the future
Since 1995, the work of ISTT has been based on
a strategy and plan of action adopted at the conference in Copenhagen in 1994.This plan expired in 2001, and the ISTT board adopted a new
plan of action for the period 2001 to 2005 at its
meeting in Perth, Australia.The plan, which to a
great extent focuses on the needs and requirements of members, sets goals for the coming years
and describes means of attaining them. ISTT
plans to publicise the plan of action on its web
site.
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Water pipelines

Within each of these areas, various criteria can
be defined for selecting pipelines that require rehabilitating.
Consumers, surroundings and social costs
Insufficient pressure, unsatisfactory security of
supply or poor water quality can be contributing
reasons for initiating pipeline rehabilitation work.
Pipelines that supply many customers or supply
companies consuming large quantities of water
should be rehabilitated before less-used pipelines.
Pipelines situated where fractures cause inconvenience – under busy roads or pedestrian precincts
for example – should be rehabilitated before pipelines in less critical locations.

3

Discussing the choice of rehabilitation method.

Economic aspects
Economies can often be achieved by co-ordinating rehabilitation with other pipeline work and
road repair. Such benefits should be taken into
account when planning pipeline rehabilitation.
Similarly, rehabilitating several pipelines in the same area will often provide savings in comparison
with rehabilitating isolated pipelines

PLANNING AND PLANNING TOOLS

3.1 Planning water pipeline
rehabilitation
The objective of water companies is to ensure
that customers always have access to supplies of
clean drinking water.There must be a high security of supply, and water must be provided by environmentally sound means. Rational planning of
pipeline rehabilitation is of the utmost importance if water companies are to fulfil their objective.
It is impossible to set out general guidelines
for the rehabilitation requirements of individual
water companies as requirements will depend on
local conditions, including the age of the pipeline
system, the material the pipes are made of, the
pressure in the pipeline and the characteristics of
the ground in which they are buried. It is therefore necessary for each water company to investigate its own specific rehabilitation requirements
to facilitate long-term planning of the often considerable investments involved in rehabilitation.
Traditionally, rehabilitation planning is to a
great extent based on information about fractured
pipes, and the number of fractures registered
through time for individual pipeline sections has
been used as a measure of their condition.
Detailed planning of pipeline rehabilitation is,
however, a dynamic process that is not merely a
question of the number of leaks. Determining
when individual pipelines should be rehabilitated
depends on a wide range of constantly changing
factors.The most important factors in rehabilitation planning are as follows:
■ Consumers, surroundings and social costs
■ Economic aspects
■ Pipeline condition
■ Operational aspects

Pipeline condition
As previously mentioned, data on the recorded
number of fractures in individual stretches of pipeline has traditionally been used as the main criterion for commencing rehabilitation work.
However, the age of the pipeline system and the
material the pipes are made of can also be important factors in rehabilitation planning.
Operational aspects
Pipelines whose location makes leak repair
unusually difficult should be prioritised when
planning rehabilitation work. Examples of such
pipelines are those that are inaccessible because of
their proximity to other pipelines and cables, and
pipelines that can only be rehabilitated at night
because of traffic.
Rehabilitation plans should be based on relevant data on the pipeline system and other
aspects. Data from the following sources can be
used in planning:
1
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■

■

■
■
■
■

Results of water-loss and leakage investigations
Pipeline data
Pipeline analysis and engineering calculations
Pipeline databases
Other pipeline owners' plans for rehabilitation
and installation
Road maintenance authority plans for road
surfacing
Water requirement projections
Water supply plans
Municipal authority plans
Consumer complaints

Once all relevant data has been collected, the
data and reports must be systemised in order to
obtain an overview of where there is a pressing
need for rehabilitation.
In 1995, the Danish Water Supply Association
(Danske Vandværkers Forening) published guidelines on rehabilitation planning, and a European
planning tool, CARE W (Computer Aided
Rehabilitation of Water Networks) is currently
being developed.
Finally, it should be mentioned that technologies are currently available that make it possible to
measure the remaining thickness of metal pipelines, including those made of cast iron, during internal inspection. An ongoing project in Norway
is based on Resonance Thickness Measurement
(RTM) technology.
3.2 Choice of method for pipeline
rehabilitation
Selecting an appropriate NO-DIG method
should be based on the stated pipeline function
requirements and an assessment of the technical
aspects of the rehabilitation work to be performed.
When comparing alternative methods of
trenchless pipeline rehabilitation the following
factors should be assessed:
■ Future use of existing pipeline
■ Reduction of cross section area
■ Intersecting pipelines
■ Necessary preconditioning
■ Advance rates
■ Costs

2

Pipeline function requirements
It is fundamental that the pipeline function requirements be known.
The following pipeline types might be
involved:

■

■
■
■
■

Pipelines for unfiltered water at the water intake plant
Transport lines for unfiltered or filtered water
Water mains
Supply lines
Service lines

Pipeline type is important in determining the
extent of temporary supply and re-routing required during pipeline rehabilitation.
Requirements for pipeline capacity and pressure drop must be determined, and, on the basis
of these values, a hydraulic analysis carried out.To
ensure satisfactory future performance, it is imperative that hydraulic characteristics are thoroughly
investigated in order to ensure that the pipeline is
dimensioned correctly and functions satisfactorily
under all operating conditions.The pipeline must
have sufficient capacity and pressure drop for the
maximum amount of water, and at the same time
must not have unnecessarily low flow rates with
the accompanying risk of long holding times for
the water in the pipeline under normal operating
conditions. In light of the general reduction in
water use over recent years, smaller pipeline diameters will often be a possibility or even a necessity to prevent insufficient water renewal in the
pipeline.This means that several NO-DIG
methods may be relevant.
On the basis of the hydraulic analysis – supplemented in the case of transport pipelines with
a pressure-surge analysis – the maximum operating pressure is determined for the pipeline, and
thus also the future pressure class. As the internal
diameter of PE pipes varies with pressure class, it
has of course been necessary to choose a pressure
class for the initial hydraulic analysis. If the pipeline pressure class is subsequently changed, it becomes necessary to repeat the engineering calculations.
Technical aspects
Knowledge of the conditions under which rehabilitation work will be performed is of great importance for the choice of method.
It is imperative that the material the existing
pipes are made of and the number and type of
fittings (service line connectors, valves, fire hydrants, repair sleeves, etc.) be known.
It is important to know the length of the various pipeline runs that can be rehabilitated
without intermediate excavations. In this respect,
the number and location of service lines needs to
be known, and stop valves, venting valves and
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Economic aspects
Economic aspects will often greatly influence the
choice of rehabilitation method. A complete analysis of installation and operating costs should be
made. Sliplining is generally the cheapest rehabilitation method, but its use involves a reduction of
pipeline cross-section area by 25-50%.With unaltered water quantities, this will increase flow rates
by 33-100% and thus produce considerably
higher pressure drop and corresponding increase
in operating costs. In each and every case, the
required quantity of water must therefore be determined as precisely as possible, so that reliable
hydraulic analyses and realistic estimates of installation and operating costs can be made.
Establishing launch and reception pits for
laying new pipelines is expensive, especially in
built-up areas with road surfaces designed for
heavy traffic. In these situations, methods requiring few and small excavations will normally
appear attractive from an economic point of view.
An additional advantage of such methods is that
they are less of an inconvenience for traffic and
local residents.The extent of road digging and the
amount of soil to be stored, and possibly also disposed of, is also reduced, thus providing positive
environmental effects in the form of reduced
noise, reduced air pollution and reduced consumption of sand, gravel, etc. If, however, several
pipeline owners and road authorities join forces
in a co-ordinated rehabilitation project, the above
argumentation may be less relevant to the choice
of rehabilitation method.
The construction costs of the various NODIG methods cannot be considered in isolation,
but must be assessed in relation to the installation
conditions under which the work is to be carried
out. It is therefore difficult to determine whether
any one method has economic advantages over
others.
Social costs
Many aspects of rehabilitation work are important
while the project is underway, but have no influence on the operation of the finished pipeline.
Among these are so-called social costs.The above-mentioned disruption of traffic, and the inconvenience caused by excavation, noise and air pollution may have direct economic consequences,
such as lower turnover in surrounding shops, and
may also have indirect costs in the form of extended journey time due to long-term traffic disruption.The same factors have social consequences
for the everyday life of local residents, shopkee-
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bends (including the angle taken) must also be localised. Normally, excavation of all these will be
necessary, irrespective of which NO-DIG method
is chosen.
Other things being equal, the depth at which
the existing pipeline is laid is important because
the cost of necessary excavation work will rise
with increasing depth. Methods with long rehabilitation runs that require a minimum of excavation will therefore be more advantageous.
Other technical aspects that may be of importance are the condition of the foundations of the
existing pipeline and the characteristics of the
surrounding soil. Is the soil easy to excavate?
How deep is the water table? What are the waterbearing characteristics of the soil? If, for example,
the pipeline has pile foundations, methods that
remove the load-bearing capacity of the existing
pipeline (e.g. pipe bursting) will normally be unsuitable.
Surface and traffic conditions over the stretch
of pipeline to be rehabilitated should be included
in the assessment of the conditions under which
restoration is to be carried out. Is the pipeline located in a rural area, an area with single-family
detached houses, or in a built-up area? Are there
main roads with particularly hard surfaces in the
area?
The water supply to consumers must be assured during the entire period of pipeline rehabilitation by providing temporary supply lines or
temporary re-routing. Such provisions are often
expensive.Temporary supply will always be necessary when service lines or supply lines are to be
rehabilitated. If main supply lines are also to be
rehabilitated, work on these lines will often be
possible without temporary re-routing when the
lines are part of the distribution net-work of a
large water supply system. If on the other hand
main supply lines of a smaller supply system are
to be rehabilitated, temporary re-routing will often be necessary.
All NO-DIG methods require that rehabilitated pipelines can be cleaned and flushed. Several
NO-DIG methods also require that deposits in
the existing pipeline be removed before new pipe
is inserted. In some geographical areas, the classification of watercourses in the vicinity of pipelines
may impose severe restrictions on the discharge
of flushing water into such recipients, thus limiting the possibility for pipeline cleaning and
flushing. All aspects of cleaning and flushing
should therefore be included in rehabilitation
planning.
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pers and other people working in the affected
areas as well as for the customers of local shops
and businesses. All these will people experience
daily inconvenience with respect to parking, access, noise, etc. that may pose health risks and reduce the quality of life.
The choice of method for pipeline rehabilitation will thus often affect society at large in addition to having operational and economic effects.
The various methods do not, however, produce
the same effects in all areas. On the contrary, it
will often be necessary to weigh technical, economic and social aspects against one another, and
choose the most appropriate solution on the basis
of an overall assessment.

■

Service line rehabilitation
The pipes connecting plumbing fixtures within a
building to the water mains are known as service
lines.
Government regulations distinguish between
service lines on public property and those on private property where the property boundary is a
pavement or public right-of-way.

■

■

■

■

■

3.3 Legislation on service lines
Danish legislation
The Danish Environmental Protection Agency's
Standard Regulations for Private Water
Companies, 1996 (Normalregulativ for private
vandforsyninger) and Standard Regulations for
Municipal Water Companies, 1981
(Normalregulativ for kommunale vandforsyninger) agree on the question of who owns and
maintains service lines on public and private property.
Regarding service lines with possible stop
cocks on public property, standard regulations stipulate the following:
■ Service lines shall be installed, owned, and
maintained by the water company
■ Service lines shall be installed by qualified
plumbers or water company employees
■ Separate service lines shall usually be established to supply each property
■ Service lines shall usually be connected to the
water mains in the road or street onto which
the property faces, i.e. is accessed from
■ Service lines may in special circumstances supply two or more properties. In such cases, supply conditions shall be described in a covenant
approved by the water company and registered
in the deeds for the properties involved

The property owners shall meet the costs of
preparing and registering said covenant
If service lines pass through private property,
the right to install, use and maintain these shall
be assured in a covenant registered in the
deeds for the property or properties involved
The water company may re-lay service lines if
a property is parcelled out, if there are substantial changes in water consumption or if rebuilding or conversion work is carried out that
requires service line re-routing. In such cases,
the property owner shall be liable to pay the
costs of re-laying.The property owner shall
also be liable to pay re-laying costs if the
owner himself/herself requires the relocation
of service lines
The water company may disconnect at the
mains service lines supplying properties that
are not presently used.The property owner
shall be liable to pay the costs incurred
The property owners shall immediately and
forthwith inform the water company of actual
or suspected faults, including leaks in service
lines and stop cocks
The user of a water supply shall inform the
property owner of any faults at the earliest
possible date

Regarding service lines on private property,
standard regulations stipulate the following:
■ Service lines shall be owned, installed and maintained by the property owner
■ Service lines shall be defined as underground
water pipes
■ Work on service lines may only be carried out
by qualified plumbers or water company employees
■ The water company may demand that service
lines be re-laid when a building is converted if
this is deemed necessary to ensure future water
supply to the building
■ Meter wells shall be constructed in such a way
as to keep the meter frost free and to provide
the well with a sturdy cover
■ The property owner shall be responsible for
ensuring that detected or suspected leaks in
service lines are investigated and repaired as
required as soon as possible
■ The water company may demand that property owners instigate the necessary service line
repairs at the property owner’s expense if the
water company suspects that there are leaks in
the service line
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Any person having a contractual right to use a
service line shall inform the property owner of
any detected or suspected faults as soon as
possible
A local authority may at the request of a water
company see to it that the necessary work on
a service line is performed at the expense of
property owners if they neglect the responsibilities placed upon him/her by the afore-mentioned stipulations

Norwegian legislation
The VA network in Norway is divided between
private and public ownership at the lateral connection point. In other words, the lateral (i.e. the
pipeline system between the main sewer connection and the building it serves) is owned by the
individual subscriber. Property owners therefore
have full responsibility for ensuring that the
system functions correctly and are fully liable for
any situations arising from faults, etc. in the privately owned system.
Work on the privately owned part of the network is regulated by:Water Resources Act
■ Planning and Building Act (PBL) of
28.06.1996 (latest amendment)
■ Various directives under the Planning and
Building Act, including the approval catalogue
prepared by the National Office of Building
Technology and Administration (Statens bygningstekniske etat)
■ “Ren veiledning til teknisk forskrift til planog bygningsloven”, published in 1997 by the
National Office of Building Technology and
Administration
■ Standard regulations for sanitary installations
■ Local authority sanitation regulations
■ The Norwegian Standards Association (Norges
standariseringsforbund)

Renovating water pipes close to the foundations of a building.

3.4 Planning service line rehabilitation
Traditional open-trench methods are normally
used to install service lines for new buildings on
virgin soil.
It is, however, beneficial to use NO-DIG methods when it is necessary to take account of existing streets, buildings and pipeline systems, when
installing service lines for new buildings in builtup areas – on former industrial estates, for example – or when single sites are being developed on
existing streets (hole filling).
Nowadays, service lines on public and private
property are, wherever possible, almost always replaced using NO-DIG methods.
In older areas of towns, where buildings open
directly onto pavements or pedestrian precincts,
traditional excavation from the water mains to the

PLANNING AND PLANNING TOOLS

Many water companies, however, still use regulations that differ from these standard regulations. For example, some water companies have
elected to retain responsibility for service lines
beyond the boundary of private properties as far
as the shut-off valve located one metre within the
property. If there is doubt about local practices,
ownership, etc., it is advisable to obtain a statement from the water company in question.

3

Renovating water pipes in a residential area.
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foundations of buildings will be most suitable on
the side of the road on which the mains is located.
Service line replacement is usually carried out
as part of a complete rehabilitation of the supply
line network.
Service lines on private property account for a
high proportion of the water loss through leakage
suffered by water companies. It is therefore important to replace those service lines that from
the point of view of age or the material they are
made of are not on a par with the rehabilitated
part of the supply line network. It is in the interest of water companies to replace as many service lines on private property as possible as they
are physically integrated parts of the water supply
system. Information about the condition of service lines on private property is often lacking,
especially for those supplying old buildings.
As previously mentioned, the costs of replacing service lines on private property must be covered by the property owners.Water companies
can only demand replacement if it can be proved
that the lines leak. However, replacement of more
than 80% of service lines on private property can
be achieved by providing property owners with
targeted information and possibly also subsidies.
An example of a letter providing information to
property owners is shown below.
It may be advantageous to have local plumbers
follow up on this information material by sending
out specific quotations after the work required
has been advertised.
If service lines must be replaced because of leaks or encrustation causing reduced hydraulic capacity, the water company determines the dimensions, pipe material and connection method to be
used.

(m wg) instead of Pa, the usual SI unit, because
results are easier to evaluate (pressure in metres of
water gauge above the ground, or pressure contour in metres of water gauge above Danish
Ordnance Datum (Danske Normal Nul)).
Usually, polyethylene (PE) pipes with diameters of 32, 40 or 50 mm are used.Where there is
a risk of hydrocarbons or chlorinated solvents
seeping through the soil, diffusion-resistant, metal
clad PE pipes should be used.
If the service line is also to be used to trace
hydrocarbon leaks at garages and petrol stations,
low-diffusion PEL pipes should be used.
3.5 Choice of method for the
rehabilitation of service lines
Two soil displacement methods are available:
directional drilling and impact moling.
Directional drilling is characterised by the use
of drilling fluid and by the drilling equipment
requiring more space in the excavated launch pit
or building basement.The rectangular pit is positioned lengthways across the road, but cables running across the pit may make manoeuvring and
fitting drill rods difficult.
The use of pressurised drilling fluid can cause
unintended ground upheaval if the drill head runs
into heterogeneous, porous soil layers.The
method is, by definition, steerable, and is most
suitable for installing long service lines.
Impact moling can be carried out from excavated pits or from building basements.The metPre-bored hole in basement for inserting an impact mole.

Danish design criteria
According to Danish plumbing standards (Norm
for vandinstallation, DS 439), pipes with a diameter of less than 32 mm should not be used.
Pressure drop can be read off a diagram, but a
sufficiently accurate result can normally also be
achieved by using a simple formula based on the
design flow rate per building of 1.6 litres per second.
The available pressure, Pavail., to overcome
pressure drop in the service line must be greater
than or equal to 0.05 m of water gauge per metre
pipe.
In water company circles, supply pressure is
commonly expressed in metres of water gauge
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hod does not require as much space as directional
drilling because the compressor and other equipment are located outside the pit or basement.
When installing a service line from a basement, a hole in the outside wall of the basement
should be bored through which the moling head
can be inserted.
The method is non-steerable, and the direction taken changes frequently when the moling
head meets heterogeneous soil layers, rocks,
foreign bodies, etc.

3
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A typical example of impact moling from a basement.

3.6 Leak detection
Background
To accomplish optimum operation of water intake plants, water treatment facilities and pipeline
systems, it is important that water companies monitor and control the quantity of water lost.
Water loss affects water company profitability
and the surrounding environment, and may have
consequences for supply reliability and compliance with safety regulations.
The economic consequences of water loss include increased costs in connection with:
■ Water intake plant operation
■ Water treatment plant operation
■ Water transport
■ Danish duties (if the loss exceeds 10%)
In addition, pipeline owners may be held liable for damage to third party property caused by
water leaking from pipelines. A Danish Supreme
Court ruling from 18 August 1983 imposes this
strict liability on pipeline owners. Further information on the case and the liability of water
companies to pay damages is available in training
book no. XXXIII 1984 (see references) issued by
the Danish Water Technology Association (Dansk
Vandteknisk Forening).
The ruling gives the following grounds for the
strict liability: "Damage caused by fractures occurring in the stated way are deemed to be a cost of
supplying water that should be met by the

Relative water losses for public water pipelines in Danish towns and cities.
The figure shows that 37% of the water companies
that have provided data for the Danish water supply
statistics have water losses of more that 10%.

≤ - 6 % = 45 water companies

7 - 10 % = 39 water companies

11 - 15 % = 27 water companies

16 - 20 % = 15 water companies

21 - 25 % = 6 water companies

≥ - 26 % = 3 water companies
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Flow (m3/day)

Leaks as a result of corrosion
Systematic leak
detection work

A m3

Detected
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Pipe fracture

B m3

Detected

3

Time, days
Possible reduction

The diagram shows that spontaneous pipe fracture – area A –
results in considerable water loss, but is quickly detected and repaired. Most water is lost from pipeline networks through insidious leaks resulting from corrosion – area B. Such leaks develop over a number of years, and the water losses they cause
can be reduced by systematic leak detection.

owners of the particular water company and associated pipeline system, who have the opportunity
of taking the risk of such predictable events into
consideration in the technical and economic
planning of pipeline operation".
Extensive, uncontrolled water loss can also result in premature or unnecessary investment in
expanding the capacity of:
■ Water intake plant
■ Water treatment plant
■ Water distribution networks ("bottlenecks")
■ Pumping stations

8

A spontaneously fractured 610 mm cast iron pipe which resulted
in a calculated water loss of 10,000 m3.

For these reasons it is important to keep pipeline condition under control.This includes inspection for insidious leaks, i.e. leaks that have yet
to make their presence felt on the surface but
grow bigger and bigger through time.
With respect to the consequences for supply
reliability, it should be kept in mind that considerable water loss is usually the result of faults in the
pipeline system that may lead to insufficient pressure ("bottlenecks").
Leaking water can also cause injury to persons
and damage to property. In addition, pipeline

A leak in a ductile cast iron pipe developed over a number of years
as the result of corrosion. Calculated annual water loss of 375,000
m3.

leaks may under adverse conditions result in water being sucked back into the pipeline thus impairing water quality.
Last but not least, it would – in the light of
campaigns designed to increase consumer awareness on the issue of saving water – be fitting if individual water companies put their own house in
order and achieved acceptable levels of water loss
before asking consumers to use drinking water
with care and economise on its use wherever
possible.
Legislation in Denmark
In recent years, there has been increased interest
in water loss, especially in companies experiencing water losses in excess of 10%.
Interest in water loss has been stimulated particularly by Consolidated Act no. 6756 dated 13 July
1994 issued by the Danish Ministry of Taxation
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Water loss
Total water loss, which is the difference between
the water quantity pumped and the water quanti-

Pumped water
quantity

Authorised
consumption

ty invoiced, can be divided into:
■ "genuine" water loss, which results from leaks
in the pipeline system between metered source
and metered consumption, and
■ "false" water loss, which mainly consists of water consumption that is not metered or is metered incorrectly
The way in which genuine and false water loss
form part of the total “pumped water balance”
can be seen in the table below.
The data from a Swedish investigation shown
overleaf gives an impression of the relative importance of the various types of water loss.
Where it is not possible to segregate the total
quantity of lost water into its component parts as
in the Swedish investigation, but where the total
quantity of lost water is known, a simple rule-ofthumb predicts that about 75% of the total water
loss will be genuine water loss.

Invoiced
authorised
consumption

Invoiced metered
consumption
(incl. exported water)

3
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concerning duties on pipeline supplied water
(Bekendtgørelse af lov om afgift af ledningsført
vand (see references).
The Act stipulates that public water companies
with a water loss higher than 10% shall pay a duty to the state – currently 5 DKK/m3 excl.VAT
– for the part of the quantity of water exceeding
10%.
According to Water Supply Statistics for 1999
(Vandforsyningsstatistik 1999 (see references))
published by the Danish Water Supply
Association, approx. 25% of the water companies
which stated their water loss as a percentage had
to pay "penal" duties to the Danish state.The
amount of these duties varied from about DKK
4,500 to just about DKK 1 million!

Income from
water consumption

Invoiced unmetered
consumption
Non-invoiced authorised
consumption

Non-invoiced consumption

No income from
water consumption

Non-invoiced metered
consumption
Total water loss

False water loss

Unauthorised consumption

Metering inaccuracy,
drip loss, etc.
Genuine water
loss

Leaks in the pipeline system
Leaks and overflow
from tanks and towers
Leakage in service lines
on private property
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Water loss

Min. %

Max. %

Comments

Leaks in the pipeline system

6

16

Genuine water loss

Pipeline flushing

0.2

2

False water loss

Sewer flushing

0.1

1

False water loss

Fire fighting

0.05

0.1

False water loss

Pipe bleeding to prevent frost damage

0

1

False water loss

Unmetered consumption by contractors

0.2

0.5

False water loss

Inaccurate water meters

Plus/minus 1

Plus/minus 2

False water loss

Total

8

23

Data from the Danish Water Supply Statistics for
1999 (see references) shows considerable variation
in both the relative and total specific water loss:

■

■

Genuine water loss
This section deals with genuine water loss.
Genuine water loss results from the following:
■ Pipe fractures
■ Leaking pipe connections
■ Leaking components (valves, venting valves, fire hydrants, etc.)
■ Leaking water towers and elevated tanks
Min.– max.
Water
loss

%
0.9 - 37

Min.– max.
m3/km/år
17 - 2577

Comments
Total
water loss

Water pressure can affect the amount of genuine water loss – the higher the pressure, the greater the loss. In order to minimise genuine water
loss, operating pressure in plant, pipelines, etc.
should not be higher than that necessary to provide consumers with a satisfactory water supply.
As prevention is better than cure, the following factors should be taken into account during planning, installation and operation:
■ Quality assurance of incoming materials
(check for transport damage, etc.)

Quality assurance of excavation work and pipe
laying (foundation laying, pipe laying, ability to
withstand the weight of traffic, etc.)
Pressure surges in connection with pump operation as well as pipeline work, filling and
emptying, and valve operation

It is worthwhile to prepare guidelines for these
factors to provide a tool that can help minimise
genuine water loss.
Leakage
Considerable quantities of water can be lost
through leakage, as illustrated by the examples in
the following table:
Methods to reduce water loss
through leakage
Water loss from leaks can be considerably reduced
at relatively little cost if the work is rationally
planned and performed.
This is also borne out by the rule-of-thumb
stating that 20% of all leaks cause 80% of all water
losses.
Rational, systematic monitoring and inspection of the pipeline system can be carried out in
the ways listed below and described in the following sections:

Nominal
diameter (mm)

Material

Fracture type

100 mm

Grey cast iron

Cracked all the way round
- crack width 1mm

Pressure Water loss
m wg
m3/h
30

ca. 17

5 mm hole caused by corrosion

30

ca. 1

10 mm hole caused by corrosion

30

ca. 4
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■

■

■

■

■
■

Continuous monitoring of hourly
night-time consumption
In less complex systems – e.g. where a "fixed"
night-time capacity is provided by filling a single
elevated tank or water tower – the slope of the
curve drawn by the water level meter indicates
whether there are problems. If the curve is flatter
than usual, the reason may be leakage in the pipeline system.
In more complex systems with several waterworks and elevated tanks, assessment of nighttime consumption must include data on current
water production rates and storage in tanks and
towers.The necessary data may be available from
the control, regulation and monitoring system,
but more accurate measurement of tank water level may also be required. Measurements should be
taken at predetermined intervals (e.g. on fixed
weeks each year).
Overall monitoring of minimum
night-time consumption
Overall monitoring of the water level measured
in elevated tanks and water towers can also be
performed within one or more pressure zones.
The pumps filling the tanks and towers with water should be stopped and the fall in water level
through time measured using precision measuring
instruments. Measurements should be taken between 2 and 4 a.m. when night-time consumption is usually at a minimum.
If these measurements differ from "normal"
night-time consumption (see later), there may be
leaks in the pipeline system. If normal night-time
consumption is not constant because industrial
companies, hospitals and others customers consume large quantities of water, such consumption
must be known – possibly by the remote transfer
of consumption data. As an alternative to water
level meters, elevated tanks and water towers can
be metered.

NO-DIG HANDBOOK

Measurement of minimum nighttime
consumption in specific areas
A more detailed monitoring of night-time
consumption can be performed by dividing the
supply area into sections supplied by individual
elevated tanks or water towers.
Water consumption from the tank is measured
after closing the valves in the area supplied by the
tank.The person recording consumption should
also dictate (via walkie-talkie or mobile phone)
when the valves are to be shut off.
Similar measurements can be made via chambers located at strategic points on the pipeline.
Measuring equipment can be permanently or periodically installed in the chambers in order to record consumption in specific areas. Based on the
results, it can be assessed whether there are areas
where more detailed investigations in the form of
flow measurement, leak noise correlation or
acoustic leak detection are necessary.
Water loss measurement in
predetermined areas
"Zero consumption" can be measured in small
areas – preferably at night – by shutting off an
area’s supply line and only supplying the area
with water via a connection from a fire hydrant
outside the area to a fire hydrant inside the area.
To ensure that the valves shutting off the area
are watertight, a "leak" test should be carried out

3
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■

Continuous monitoring of hourly night-time
consumption
Overall monitoring of minimum night-time
consumption
Measurement of minimum night-time
consumption in specific areas
Water loss measurement in predetermined
areas
Leak noise correlation and acoustic listening
systems
Continuous monitoring
Re-checking

Water loss measurement using the zero-consumption method
followed by leak detection tests. 250 km per year.

shut off

shut off

leak

Measuring
unit

Fire hydrant

Fire hydrant

shut off

shut off
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by closing the valves and opening a fire hydrant
within the area (preferably a fire hydrant located
on high ground). If the water pressure falls (the
flow of water from the fire hydrant stops), the
valves shutting off the area are watertight.
If the water consumption recorded for an area
is higher than the permissible night-time
consumption, the pipelines in that area should be
examined in more detail.
Leak noise correlation and
acoustic listening systems
Leaks can be traced using cross-correlation methods and electro-acoustic leak detection systems
(humming sounds) – both of which are wellExample of measurement

Flow l/min

Water loss
- zero
consumption
Time
Flow is recorded in a measuring unit for extremely short intervals (deciseconds).The measured flow should fall to zero
when there is no ordinary water consumption. However, the
curve in the diagram above shows that there is a steady flow
during periods in which there is no ordinary water consumption, thus indicating water loss through leakage in the pipeline or in the plumbing installations of buildings.

known techniques. However, to ensure rational
and systematic leak detection these methods should be used to pinpoint leaks that have been indicated by one of the methods mentioned above.
Continuous monitoring
Continuous pipeline monitoring, in which
consumption is observed around the clock via a
control, regulation and monitoring system, is possible in simple pipeline systems. In more complex
systems, measuring equipment can be installed in
strategically positioned chambers along the pipeline and resulting data sent to a control, regulation

and monitoring system. Continuous data thus
provides information on pipeline condition and
whether there are problems in relation to predetermined values for normal night-time consumption and pressure.
Re-checking
After detected leaks have been repaired, elevatedtank and area measurements should be repeated
for control purposes. After assessment, the new results can be used as reference values for future
measurements.
Control measurements should also be made on
the repaired pipeline section using leak noise correlation and acoustic equipment as the previous
leak may have drowned out the sound of smaller
leaks.
Acceptable water loss
The concept of "normal hourly night-time
consumption" has been mentioned previously.
Dutch investigations (see references) estimate this
to be 0.5-1.5 litre/person/hour.
Other estimates (see references) of this acceptable water loss – the magnitude of which can be
used to assess pipeline condition – are shown in
the following table.
In addition, the Stuttgart water company has
investigated water loss from new pipelines in several areas with 35-50 service lines per km supply
lines.The investigation showed an acceptable total
water loss of 3 litre/km/minute, corresponding to
about 4.3 m3/km/day.The results from Stuttgart
are thus in close agreement with those shown in
the table.
The Stuttgart investigation also showed that
the 3 litre/km supply line/minute loss could be
divided into:
■ 2 litre/km supply line/minute lost in plumbing fixtures in buildings (false water loss as a
result of water loss, unmetered or incorrectly
metered consumption), and
■ 1 litre/km supply line/minute lost as genuine
water loss.

Country

Pipeline age

Acceptable water loss
m3/km/day

Comments

France

New
Old

3
5–7

Less than 20 years old
More than 20 years old

USA

New
Old

3.5 – 6
5–7
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When should a leak be repaired?
As a general rule, if a leak can be recorded using
electro-acoustic methods (humming sounds) then
it is worthwhile repairing.

Systematic leak detection.

Year

Length of pipeline
investigated

Number of
leaks found

km

Conclusion
Systematic leak detection on water pipelines can
be a laborious and expensive process.Whether it
is worth-while or not is a question of the costs of
the work in relation to the savings achieved by
reducing water loss. Using and developing rational techniques for leak detection will make the
work easier and reduce its costs.
Factors other than cost-effectiveness may also
affect the planning of systematic leak detection
on water pipelines.These include the following:
■ Less water must be treated at wastewater purification plants!
■ Improved water quality (no infiltration)
■ Improved customer relations (water companies
must also be seen to be water savers)

Total water loss
from leaks found

3
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Results of a systematic leak detection survey
In 1989, the municipal utilities company supplying the city of Århus (Århus Kommunale
Værker) in Denmark began planning a systematic
leak detection survey in which the entire network was to be inspected within a 4-5 year period. In 1989, the total length of the pipeline system was approx. 1,220 km, and in 2000, the total
length was approx. 1,440 km.
In addition to mapping the geographical location of leaks, an objective of the survey was to assess the quantity of water lost from individual
leaks.

In the survey, the pipeline system was systematically divided into sections. Flow measurements
were performed at night in individual sections in
order to roughly determine the location of leaks
and their size. Leaks were then pinpointed using
leak noise correlation and electro-acoustic equipment (humming sounds).
Total water loss in 1989 was 12.7% (6.77
m3/km/day). In 2000, total water loss had been
reduced to 5.7% (1.92 m3/km/day).
The extent of the survey is outlined in the
following table.

Comments

Litre/minute

1989

313

23

1180

1990

320

12

609

1991

267

28

1090

1992

169

11

2150

1993

330

6

410

1994

260

7

615

1995

250

5

210

1996

286

38

1830

1997

223

12

880

1998

328

8

455

1999

183

3

280

1st inspection

2nd inspection

3rd inspection
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Sewers

Basic data
Competent planning should be based on sound
data, and the more complex the system, the greater is the need for data.
The planning of sewer rehabilitation is greatly
assisted by various sewer registration programs,
which consist of a database component and a
computer aided design (CAD) component.The
database contains structured information on all
aspects of sewer geography and physical properties, while the CAD component allows the information contained in the database to be presented
together with other forms of relevant information.
Arbitrary data subsets can thus be presented in
the context and setting that is most appropriate to
the planning task in question. It is thus possible to
obtain an overview of the sewer system and its
condition; something that would, particularly in
complex systems, otherwise be difficult to achieve.
Sewer physical condition
The physical condition of the sewer is an obvious
and very important parameter for planning its
rehabilitation.
The physical condition of sewers is surveyed
using closed circuit television (CCTV) inspection, which in Denmark is performed in accordance with the Danish Control Scheme for CCTV
Inspection Companies (Dansk TV-inspektionfirmaers Kontrolordning, DTVK) – see section 4.6.
All data from CCTV inspections are imported
into the database, after which they can be viewed
using sewer registration programs. Following
CCTV inspection, individual sewer lines are provided with a physical condition index (fysik indeks, FI), based on observed pipeline faults.The
index, which varies from 0 (fault-free line) to 10
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(defective line), provides a useful overview that
can be used in planning to determine which
sewers are in most need of rehabilitation.The
physical condition index should, however, not be
the only determining parameter in rehabilitation
planning, but can provide a helpful initial ranking
of sewer lines that require rehabilitating.
Sewer importance for the functioning of the
entire sewer system
Ranking individual sewers for rehabilitation
should take account of the fact that not all sewers
have the same importance in relation to how the
entire sewer system functions as a whole.The
consequences of, for example, a main breaking
down are much more severe than the consequences of a minor sewer failing in the upstream end
of the system, because:
■ Many more "consumers" are affected, and
more basements are flooded
■ Storm sewers come into use and untreated
wastewater is discharged to recipients
■ Substantial consequential damage can occur,
e.g. erosion of the soil surrounding the pipeline with subsequent undermining and subsidence
■ The cost of repairing consequential damage
and of providing temporary arrangements
(e.g. over-pumping) can be considerable

4
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4.1 Planning sewer rehabilitation
Several factors should be taken into account
when planning sewer rehabilitation.
These include:
■ Basic data
■ Sewer physical condition
■ Sewer importance for the functioning of the
entire sewer system
■ Sewer accessibility
■ Sewer operational condition
■ Sewer hydraulic condition
■ Environmental aspects
■ Co-ordination with other pipeline owners and
authorities

Sewer accessibility
Sewers in inaccessible locations, or in locations
where access is difficult, should be given higher
priority than easily accessed sewers. Inaccessible
sewers include those that are located under roads
with heavy traffic, streets with shops, railway
tracks, watercourses and buildings, as well as those
in water-bearing layers and those deeply buried.
The cost of repairing such sewers if they fail is
naturally very high and failure often has far-reaching consequences.
Sewer operational condition
The daily operation of sewers provides much information that can be useful when planning their
rehabilitation.
Sewer operators have the closest day-to-day
contact with the sewer system and thus accumulate a wealth of knowledge on how the system is
operating and where its weaknesses lie. Planners
should utilise this knowledge wherever possible. It
can, however, be difficult to obtain an overview
of such information.Various types of computer

1
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computerised sewer model (e.g. MOUSE/SAMBA).The sewer model is then used to calculate
the hydraulic design of the pipeline and its accompanying basins and structures so that the
sewer system as a whole can meet the stated
requirements after its rehabilitation in the catchment area has been completed.
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Operators carrying out inspection.

software capable of structuring and presenting information on pipeline operation have therefore
been developed. Such programs are integrated
with pipeline registration software.
Water jetting can also provide information on
problem areas.The need for repeated flushing to
keep certain sewer runs in operation, or the registration of large quantities of sludge during flushing can indicate that rehabilitation is needed.
A plague of rats often indicates that the sewer
system is in poor repair and should therefore
form part of the overall picture.
Finally, reports and enquiries from citizens and
sewer users should be systematically registered. A
survey of these can also provide valuable information that can be used in planning to pinpoint
problem areas.
Sewer hydraulic condition
Insufficient capacity in part of the sewer system
can be the primary reason for initiating a rehabilitation project.The capacity of combined sewer
systems especially can become insufficient as the
catchment area is gradually expanded and developed. In such cases, sewer capacity may gradually
fall short of the objectives set by the municipal
authority.
The hydraulic weaknesses of the sewer system are
usually known to a certain extent by the personnel responsible for its day-to-day operation and
will also be reflected in the registered reports of
flooded basements or landscape received from
citizens and users.
However, in order to locate and characterise
the problems precisely, it is necessary to carry out
measurements and calculations, most often in a

Environmental aspects
In recent years, attention has focused on the effect
of storm-related discharge from the sewer system
(i.e. overflow from spillways and basins during
heavy rainfall) on the recipients.These factors
should be discussed with the recipient authorities
in connection with discharge authorisation negotiations.
If these discussions lead to demands that discharge levels be reduced, alterations of the sewer
system will inevitably be required.The hydraulic
characteristics of these alterations should be designed using a computerised sewer model. It may
necessitate establishing basins, pumping stations,
etc., but the rehabilitation of one or more pipelines may also be required. Such considerations can
therefore play an important role in the planning
of overall pipeline rehabilitation.
The water-tightness of sewers also plays an
important role in environmental considerations.
Sewers that leak pose a risk of groundwater infiltration or wastewater exfiltration. Groundwater
infiltration unnecessarily increases the hydraulic
load on the pipeline, the pumping costs and the
load on water treatment plant. It also results in
adverse conditions for wastewater treatment.
Wastewater exfiltration poses a risk of soil and
groundwater pollution.Water infiltration can be
surveyed by analysing patterns of pumping station
operation, supplemented with inspection of the
quantity of water transported in the sewer system
at night (at which time water use is assumed to
be very low) and possibly also with tracer tests. In
tracer tests, a tracer is added to the wastewater in
a known concentration in the upstream section of
the sewer system.The quantity of infiltrating water in each section of the pipeline can then be
estimated by measuring the concentration of the
tracer as it flows through the system.
Wastewater exfiltration from sewers is a particular problem in areas where drinking water is
pumped from wells. In such areas it may be necessary to rehabilitate sewers with the sole purpose of ensuring that no leakage occurs.
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Co-ordination with other pipeline
owners and authorities
Much work is done on the various pipeline and
cable systems buried beneath roads.This work is
planned and performed by several authorities and
pipeline owners. Such work should be co-ordinated in order to avoid such things as:
■ Repeated excavation of the same road surface
■ Disrupting traffic more than necessary
■ Inconveniencing residents and property
owners more than necessary
■ Inconveniencing businesses more than
necessary

4.2 Choice of method for sewer
rehabilitation
Sewers can be rehabilitated either by replacing
them using conventional open-cut techniques or
by renovating them using one of the various renovation techniques available. Many factors influence this choice, and if renovation is chosen, there
are many factors that influence the subsequent
choice of method. In addition, it must be decided
whether the entire pipeline is to be rehabilitated
or whether localised repair would be preferable in
the light of pipeline condition.
Several factors that should be considered are
described in the following.The topics covered
should not be seen as a complete list, but rather as
examples that will, hopefully, inspire planners and
help them make the best choice in the actual situation.The benefits and drawbacks of individual
renovation methods are described in the following sections.

Discussion of conditions before deciding on renovation method.

Technical aspects
Soft foundations/subsidence
Soft foundations in the form of subsidence-prone
layers beneath the pipeline will often
favour the choice of conventional trenching to
rehabilitate the pipeline if it is deemed necessary
to remove the soft underlying layer to maintain
pipeline function. Some trenchless renovation
methods can, however, realign sunken pipe
sections where subsidence is less severe.
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The extent of this co-ordination varies from
place to place and depends on many factors.
Various pipeline owners may need to perform
acute repair work at short notice and therefore
cannot wait for a co-ordinated effort. In addition,
pipeline owners do not have similar budgets and
rehabilitation schedules therefore differ. Finally,
political aspects can make planning and co-ordination difficult.
For co-ordination to be successful, contact
between the various authorities and companies
should be made early in the planning phase.The
pipeline owners' plans for rehabilitation, the road
maintenance authorities' plans for resurfacing and
the town planners' plans for construction projects
should be integrated as far as possible.

4

Collapsed pipelines
A pipeline that has already collapsed can be rehabilitated using conventional trenching, but it can
also be renovated using trenchless techniques,
pipe bursting for example. However, a pulling
cable has to be inserted through the pipeline.
Other renovation techniques will usually require
that the collapsed section be excavated.
System separation
Conventional excavation is usually the most suitable method when systems that are currently
combined are to be separated. Renovation techniques should be considered when existing pipelines are to be re-used in the separated systems.
Localised repair
If only one or a few pipeline defects are to be repaired, it may be appropriate to choose localised
repair instead of complete pipeline rehabilitation.
Localised repair can be performed using open-cut
or trenchless methods.
3
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Capacity aspects
Up-sizing
Pipelines with insufficient hydraulic capacity can
be up-sized using conventional trenching or some
of the trenchless renovation methods, depending
on the extent of the necessary capacity increase.
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Economic and timing aspects
Other work in the same area
Other work in the same area may include road
recambering, road resurfacing and the renewal of
other service pipelines and cables. Conventional
trenching is often chosen for co-ordinated projects involving several parties as re-establishment
costs can be split. Beautifully resurfaced roads are
therefore often the result of completed rehabilitation work. Conversely, there are examples of defective pipeline sections (often sewer lines, which
are generally buried deepest) being renovated before the road is to be resurfaced or other pipelines
renovated.This can be an attractive option if the
work has to be completed quickly or if the foundations of surrounding buildings or other factors
favour this solution.
Number of laterals, manholes
and other structures
The number of lateral connections, manholes and
other structures to be rehabilitated can influence
the choice of method.When assessing the various
methods, it is therefore important to consider the
sewer system as an entity comprising pipelines, laterals, manholes and so on.
Service life
Pipeline service life is crucial for the size of annual pipeline maintenance costs. If, for example,
the service life of a pipeline is 100 years rather
than 50 years, maintenance costs for the entire system over its service life will be halved.There is
currently no systematic documentation of the durability of pipe materials. Some investigations of
existing products carried out after they have lain
in the ground for a certain number of years have,
however, suggested service lives of 100 years or
more.This is true of pipe materials used in both
conventional and trenchless techniques. Service
life is, however, also greatly dependent on the way
in which the work has been carried out. In this
context, it is important to note that quality assurance of the work performed is an important part
of the process through which functional pipelines
with long service lives are created.

Pipeline accessibility
Pipeline accessibility is of considerable economic
significance and is therefore an important consideration when assessing the choice between conventional and trenchless rehabilitation techniques.
Pipeline accessibility includes the following
fac-tors:
■ Ground conditions – difficult ground conditions such as silt, fine sand and post-glacial deposits (i.e. former seabed, lake or marsh), high
groundwater table, and polluted soil often
affect the choice of renovation method
■ Depth – the depth at which pipelines are laid
greatly affects rehabilitation costs, not least in
the case of conventional trenching
■ Other pipelines, etc. – excavation costs will be
greatly influenced by the number of pipelines,
etc. to be dug free
■ Pipeline re-establishment – in built-up areas,
the cost of re-establishment is often higher
than the pipeline price
■ Traffic conditions – it may be necessary to divert traffic, or measures taken to keep traffic
flowing may incur costs (e.g. pit coverings, safety cordons, signposts and traffic light systems)
Duration of rehabilitation work
A certain part of the costs involved in construction work are determined by the time to implement the work. Generally, trenchless renovation
methods require less time than conventional open-cut trenching.The economic benefits of the
work being completed quickly include:
■ Reduced over-pumping costs
■ Reduced costs for traffic regulation
■ Reduced or eliminated compensation for damage caused by backflow and flooding
■ Reduced or eliminated loss of turnover for
shops and businesses as a result of blocked
streets and roads
Drawbacks for the surroundings
Drawbacks for the surroundings include factors
which from a technical and strictly economic
point of view are of no importance when it
comes to choosing between replacement or renovation. Drawbacks for the surroundings are best
described as the inconveniences experienced by
society and its citizens, and which involve high
costs from a socio-economic point of view.
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Drawbacks for the surroundings are generally
greatest in built up areas. Renovation is often an
attractive solution where there is significant inconvenience.
4.3 Legislation on laterals
Ownership - in Denmark
A sewer system consists of many parts (pipelines, inspection chambers, manholes, etc.). Each
of these main categories can again be subdivided.
There are, for example, many types of pipeline
(mains, branch lines and laterals).
This sub-section describes the function of laterals in the sewer system as a whole.
Danish legislation
An efficient sewer system is a vital part of modern society; citizens must be protected from infection by water-borne diseases through contact
with wastewater.There are therefore legal requirements to ensure the efficient handling and subsequent treatment of wastewater.
The public sewer system
Municipal authorities are responsible for the installation and operation of the public sewer system, including mains, overfalls and wastewater
treatment plants.
Legal requirements stress the importance of
municipal planning and system development.This
is achieved by compelling municipal authorities
to prepare a wastewater plan that has to be revised at suitable intervals.Wastewater plans must be
approved by the environmental authorities (in
most cases the county authorities).Wastewater
plans contain details of total sewer system discharge to recipients, drainage facility requirements
(separate or combined sewer systems) and general
requirements in connection with sewer system
planning.
Recipient protection is assured by the requirement that municipalities must apply to the environmental authorities for discharge authorisation.

Such authorisation is based on the ability of the
recipient to transport and break down the quantities of matter discharged.
No legal requirements exist for the dimensions
of public sewer pipelines, but work is currently
underway on a CEN standard to ensure the uniform design of sewer systems in the EU.
The private sewer system
Legally, private sewer systems (drains and laterals)
belong to the building they serve, and must
therefore comply with requirements contained in
the Danish Building Act.This Act stipulates that
all sewer/drain installations must be installed in
compliance with DS 432 Standard for Effluent
Installations (Norm for afløbsinstallationer) which
is thus given legal status.
DS 432 contains requirements for the design
of sewer systems, the materials that may be used
in drain systems, and the way in which the pipeline system must be formed.
When planning the construction of a building,
a drain plan must be prepared and subsequently
approved by the housing authorities. Housing
authority approval must also be obtained if
significant alterations are made to the building
(e.g. conversion or extension work) or if the
sewer system is altered.
Approval is not required for repair work. All
work on sewer systems must be performed by
licensed sewer contractors.
The municipal authority, as the responsible environmental authority, is obliged to ensure that
the private sewer system always functions in an
environmentally sound way so that the environment is not polluted.
The Danish Environmental Protection Act
(Lov om miljøbeskyttelse) gives municipal authorities unlimited authority to carry out investigations on private property as long as such investigations are part of the authority's environmental inspection work. Property owners cannot deny the
authority access to their property. Property
owners can be ordered to carry out necessary investigations if there is tangible evidence that private sewers are not functioning in an environmentally sound fashion.
If a municipal authority discovers that a private sewer is not functioning in an environmentally
sound fashion, the municipal authority is obliged
to ensure that the sewer is brought into reasonable condition, if necessary by issuing an order to
this effect.
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Drawbacks for the surroundings include the
following:
■ Traffic diversions
■ Excavated gardens
■ Restricted access to dwellings (for ambulances,
oil delivery vehicles, refuse collectors, postmen, fire engines, etc.)
■ Damage that becomes evident at a later date
(to roads, other pipelines/cables, buildings, etc.)
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Norwegian legislation
The VA network in Norway is divided between
private and public ownership at the lateral connection point. In other words, the lateral (i.e. the
pipeline system between the main sewer connection and the building it serves) is owned by the
individual subscriber. Property owners therefore
have full responsibility to ensure that the system
functions correctly and are fully liable for any situations arising from faults, etc. in the privately
owned system.
Work performed on the private network is
regulated by:
■ The Norwegian Pollution Act
According to sections 22(2) and 51(1) of the
Pollution Act (concerning drains) and section 1(3)
of the sanitary regulations section 1(3) (Oslo),
property owners can be ordered to carry out repair work or renovation.

4.4 Planning the rehabilitation of laterals
Types of laterals
Many construction types are drained via laterals,
including buildings, road manholes, district heating channels and tanks.
In combined systems, where wastewater and
rainwater are led through the same lateral, there is
usually only one lateral per building, while in separate systems there is a lateral for wastewater and
a lateral for rainwater.
Ownership of laterals
Laterals are defined as pipelines that connect
drain installations within buildings (water closets,
wash-hand basins, etc.) with the main sewer
which is often situated beneath the road. Property
owners always own the drain installations and that
part of the lateral located within the property
boundary unless otherwise stated in a covenant or
registered in the property deeds.
In Denmark, laterals to kerbside manholes are
considered part of the "road construction" and
are therefore owned by the road owner whether
public or private (see drawing below).
Laterals to other constructions, e.g. district
heating channels, are the property of the pipeline
owner.

Main sewer

Property boundary

Building
Lateral
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Inspection methods
There are several methods for determining sewer
condition.These are:
■ Closed circuit television (CCTV) inspection
■ Smoke testing
■ Leak testing
■ Tracer testing
■ Gradient measurement
■ Flushing
Closed circuit television (CCTV) inspection
The CCTV inspection of laterals is in many respects similar to the CCTV inspection of main
sewers described elsewhere in this handbook. It
is, however, possible to carry out CCTV inspection of laterals by inserting a camera into them
from the main sewer.This allows the inspection
of laterals that do not have a manhole or other
means of access. Laterals ending in a water trap,
e.g. in kerbside chambers, can be inspected right
up to the water trap.
Camera equipment has gradually become so
sophisticated that even small 100 mm diameter
laterals can be inspected using CCTV. Equipment
currently in use can also negotiate quite large obstacles, e.g. displaced joints and pipe fractures. It
may be difficult to negotiate sharp bends, but it is
expected that continued development will also
solve this problem in the future.
Boundary manholes can, where they exist,
allow access for CCTV inspection.
Drain installations must also be CCTV inspected.This can often be accomplished from a manhole as most drain installations have a collection
manhole or boundary manhole.When inspecting
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A CCTV operator inspects a lateral.

small laterals, it is possible to draw a cord through
the pipeline which is then used to pull a miniature camera through the pipe.This method can be
used to inspect pipes leading to roof drainage
manholes, drains in floors, etc.
It is important that laterals be cleaned prior to
inspection in order to achieve an optimum assessment of faults (e.g. displaced or open joints and
pipe fractures). Special equipment has been developed to enable flushing from the main sewer.
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Design criteria
Just as drain installations are part of the building,
so too are laterals, and the part within the property boundary must be designed in accordance with
national standards and recommendations – in
Denmark with DS 432.
Laterals must have sufficient capacity to carry
wastewater and rainwater to the main sewer.
In areas with combined sewer systems, laterals
must be designed to enable them to carry rainwater and wastewater simultaneously. In areas with
separate systems, wastewater laterals and rainwater
laterals must be designed individually in accordance with separate regulations.
In order to design a lateral in an area with
combined sewers, it is necessary to establish the
wastewater flow and the maximum rainwater
flow.

Smoke testing
Smoke is used primarily to test whether sewer
fractures and rat holes, road subsidence, etc. are
connected. After igniting a smoke bomb in the
sewer, smoke will diffuse through the sewer to
the hole being investigated, if the two are connected.
Smoke can also be used to map connections in
pipeline systems if there is doubt about which
lines are connected.
Leak testing
Sewers are rarely tested for leaks, but leak testing
can be used to check whether a pipeline is tight.
This may be relevant for drains at chemical plants
where stringent tightness requirements must be
met.
Testing is carried out by plugging the lateral at
the main sewer, blocking off all drains and
pumping air into the system.The tightness of the
pipeline system can then be assessed in relation to
the pressure the system is able to maintain.
Tracer testing
Tracer tests, like leak testing, are seldom used because of the costs involved. It can, however, be
advantageous to use tracers to locate leaks under
basements or expensive surfaces.
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Testing involves plugging the lateral at the
main sewer and injecting water containing a
radioactive tracer into all drains.The radioactive
water is subsequently collected, and leaks can be
located by measuring residual radioactivity.
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Gradient measurement
Gradient measurement is used especially where
there are problems with smells or frequent
blockages caused by the lateral not being selfcleaning. Gradient measurement can be used to
map pipeline gradient and locate sunken sections.
Gradient measurement is carried out by pulling a level-measuring device through the lateral.
Unfortunately, the measurements are subject to
some uncertainty, but it is expected that more accurate equipment that can, for example, be used
together with a CCTV camera will be developed.
Problems with laterals
Laterals are a vital part of an efficient sewer system, as they constitute approximately half of the
entire system. Many of the problems that sewer
authorities encounter in publicly owned main
sewers may be caused by defective laterals.
The following problems can be directly attributed to laterals:
■ Rats
■ Overspill
■ Infiltration
■ Exfiltration
■ Outdated installations

Rats find nesting places in
unused and defective laterals.

Rats
Rats live in the sewer system where they find
nesting places in unused and defective laterals and
have access to sufficient food in the sewer.
The nuisance caused by rats has increased in
recent years, thus indicating deterioration of the
sewer system.
Rats pose a health risk and municipal authorities spend large sums of money on rat control in
an attempt to limit their numbers.
Problems with rats are caused by faults and
shortcomings in the sewer system, including:
■ Pipe fractures
■ Large, open, and displaced joints
■ Unused laterals
■ Inadequate plugging in connection
with alterations
Overspill
In areas with separated sewer systems, a special
problem is overspill from rainwater lines to
wastewater lines. Overspill occurs on lateral sections where the two pipelines are close together –
usually the section between the building and the
first distribution manhole.
The consequences of overspill are that the separated system does not function as intended and
that the small-bore sewer lines are overloaded.
In addition, wastewater is diluted resulting in
more problematic and costly wastewater treatment.
Infiltration
Infiltration is a problem where sewer pipelines are
buried below the water table and where groundwater can infiltrate the pipeline through leaky
joints, lateral connections, etc.
Infiltration results in hydraulic overloading of
pipelines and wastewater treatment plant, and
consequent environmental impact.
In addition, surrounding material (e.g. sand
and gravel) enters the pipeline and this is a seri-
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ous problem for pipeline operation. It also results
in increased wear and tear in the pipeline and
mechanical components of the sewer system, including pumps, gratings, etc.
Another important problem is that such draining of pure groundwater disturbs the water balance and results in dried-out watercourses and
reduced groundwater reserves.
Exfiltration
Seepage from sewers occurs in areas where pipelines are buried above the water table and where
wastewater can leak from the sewer pipes.
Exfiltration burdens the environment, and
there is a genuine risk that groundwater reserves
will become polluted with chemicals from households and industry.
Outdated installations
It is still quite common to find outdated installations in the privately owned part of the sewer
system, including interceptors, Imhoff tanks, cesspools and kitchen drainage manholes.These installations were legal when they were installed,
but currently cause increased corrosion of sewer
pipelines, accumulation of solid waste, and leaching to groundwater. In addition, they cause smell
problems and provide breeding grounds for rats.
Survey of laterals
In 2000, the Danish Water and Waste Water
Association (Dansk Vand- og Spildevandsforening
(DANVA), formerly Dansk Afløbs- og Spildevandsforening (DANAS)) surveyed public and
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private laterals.The survey was based on CCTV
inspections of approximately 18.000 laterals distributed throughout Denmark.
The survey revealed that many laterals had
faults and defects. More precisely, the survey
showed that:
■ 28% of laterals had faults and damage that
needed repair
■ 18% of laterals could not be CCTV inspected
because of sharp bends, large blockages, etc.
■ 11% of the connected laterals were not
currently in use

PLANNING AND PLANNING TOOLS

Pumping station monitoring on
the sewer network in connection with an infiltration survey.

Unused laterals
Laterals that are connected to the sewer system
but are unused pose a particular problem because
they can lead to:
■ The undermining of roads
■ Operational shutdown (collapsed laterals) with
consequent lack of drainage
■ Ideal conditions for rats with consequent undermining of roads, inconvenience for citizens,
etc.
Unused laterals can result from:
■ Buildings being demolished without the lateral
being plugged
■ Laterals being re-routed during building conversion
■ Road manholes being decommissioned
■ Old plugs rusting or rotting away
■ Laterals being plugged at the property boundary (this is no longer permitted)
9
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Percent unused

Distribution of unused laterals

An example
A small survey carried out in the centre of
Copenhagen shows the importance of including
laterals in any investigation of sewer systems. All
laterals in a small section of the sewer system were inspected using CCTV. As shown in the figure
above, considerable variation in the number of
unused laterals was found.
4.5 Choice of method for the
rehabilitation of laterals
There are several NO-DIG or limited-dig
methods for renovating laterals.These are:
■ Cured-in-place lining
■ Pipe bursting
■ Close-fit lining
Cured-in-place lining
The technique of lining laterals with cured-inplace liners is almost the same as that used to line
main pipelines (see chapter 8 – Cured-in-place
lining).
The liner itself can be manufactured in many
ways, but in principle it consists of a felt tube
impregnated with thermal-cure or ambient-cure
polyester or epoxy resin.
The liner can be installed from collection
manholes, boundary manholes or the main sewer.
The polyester or epoxy resin is cured by heating
(either physically or chemically) or by ultra-violet
light.
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An important difference between installation
from a collection or boundary manhole and installation from a main sewer is that it is only possible to form a watertight seal between the lateral
and the main sewer in one operation if the liner
is installed from the main sewer.This is achieved
by fitting the liner with a transition piece profile
that bonds to the main sewer.When installing liners from a collection or boundary manhole, the
lateral connection can also be sealed by subsequently fitting a transition piece.Typically, the
wall thickness of lateral liners is 4.5 mm.
Depending on the condition and design of the
lateral, lining can either reduce or increase the
hydraulic capacity of the lateral as this is determined by the cross-sectional diameter and the
roughness of the renovated lateral.
Reducing the diameter of laterals usually reduces their capacity, but this is counterbalanced
by the fact that liners are considerably less rough
than unlined laterals and lining reduces hydraulic
capacity loss in displaced joints, fractures, etc.
Cured-in-place lining can usually be used for
renovating most laterals where there have been
no problems relating to self-cleaning ability or insufficient capacity. However, the specific hydraulic
characteristics of the lateral before and after renovation should always be assessed and compared
with the characteristics of a newly established lateral.
In some situations, where a lateral has been
established with insufficient gradient, but with the
gradient available under the given circumstances,
cured-in-place lining can improve the self-cleaning characteristics of the lateral.
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Close-fit lining
Many close-fit methods are available (see chapter
10 – Close-fit lining).
Close-fit lining reduces the cross-sectional diameter of the lateral in the same way as cured-inplace lining.The hydraulic characteristics and selfcleaning ability of the lateral should therefore be
assessed before the method is used.
Close-fit liners, which are often easier to install than cured-in-place liners, are mainly used in
laterals where considerable capacity reductions
can be accepted.
4.6 CCTV inspection – the photo manual
At present, closed circuit television (CCTV) inspection is the tool most commonly used to improve our knowledge of the current condition of
sewers.With this method, it is possible to monitor
the internal condition of sewers by filming them
with a small self-propelled camera. It is thus not
necessary to excavate the sewer or physically damage it in any way.
CCTV inspection can provide sewer owners
with information on the quality, capacity and
operating condition of sewer lines. CCTV inspection can also provide information on the
constituent parts of sewer systems (inspection
chambers, manholes, and lateral connections).
Such information may be unknown to the sewer
owner, e.g. data on hidden inspection chambers
and laterals established in Denmark by private
owners prior to 1 January 1993, at which time
ownership of laterals in public areas was changed
in the payment terms.
From a quality point of view, CCTV inspection can reveal whether fractures, deformities,
corrosion or other defects are serious enough to
pose a risk of the sewer collapsing.
From a capacity point of view, CCTV inspection can provide general information on increased
roughness which may prompt the sewer owner to
adjust the parameters used for calculating hydraulic capacity, e.g. the Manning coefficient. CCTV
inspection can also provide information on in-
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truding laterals and displaced or open joints
which all result in not unimportant efficiency losses in the sewer. Efficiency losses from such solitary obstructions and from friction can significantly
affect the hydraulic capacity of the sewer line.
From an operational point of view, CCTV inspection can reveal locations where debris can accumulate, in sunken pipeline sections for example, and where there are specific obstructions
with consequent risk of backflow and flooding of
private basements.
As CCTV inspection is clearly a tool that has
great importance for pipeline owners' knowledge
of their sewers, and is basically the only available
method of obtaining legally acceptable documentation of sewer condition, it is important that
CCTV inspections be performed in a uniform
manner and that the possibility of independent
assurance of the quality of work performed be established.
These needs were also recognised by a group
of forward-looking civil engineers almost 20 years
ago when CCTV inspections were gaining
ground in Denmark. As a consequence, the first
Danish photo manual was introduced in June
1986.The photo manual was the result of collaboration between the four largest municipal
authorities in Denmark, the Danish Technological
Institute and Per Aarsleff A/S.The first photo manual came out in Sweden in 1989, and in
Norway in 1994.
The current photo manual
Since they first appeared, the photo manuals have
been revised several times in all the Nordic countries. Revisions have been primarily based on
field experience with the manuals.The current
Danish edition of the manual, whose official title
is CCTV Inspection of Sewers, Standard
Definitions and Photo Manual (TV-inspektion af
afløbsledninger, standarddefinitioner og fotomanual), is the 4th edition from December 1997 (see
references).
From the start, the photo manual was accepted
by pipeline owners and contractors as a common
"standard", and thanks to continued agreement,
the photo manual has gradually achieved the status of current standard for the sector in all Nordic
countries.
The photo manual has thus always been an integral part of the technical regulations in the
Danish Control Scheme for CCTV Inspection
Companies (Danske TV-inspektionsfirmaers kontrolordning (DTVK)).The purpose of this scheme
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Pipe bursting
The method is the same as that described for renovating main pipelines (see chapter 12 – Pipe
bursting).
Pipe bursting is the only trenchless technique
that can significantly increase the hydraulic capacity of laterals.
Pipe bursting is mainly used for laterals that
have capacity or structural irregularities.
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is to ensure high quality for all CCTV inspections carried out in accordance with DTVK regulations.The control scheme is described in more
detail in chapter 19 of this handbook. In Sweden,
Norway and Finland, the photo manual is used as
a trade standard, but neither country has a special
control scheme covering the area.
The latest revision of the Danish photo manual in 1997 was the most extensive in the history
of the manual. Sections on definitions and reporting systems were extended so that CCTV inspection of renovated pipelines and laterals could be
performed in accordance with the guidelines in
the manual.
The photo manual currently consists of four
separate sections dealing with:
■ Main sewer lines
■ Manhole inspection
■ Laterals and drain installations
■ Renovated pipelines (cured-in-place lining,
close-fit lining and pipe bursting)
The current manual thus allows a more detailed description of all possible observations in a
modern sewer system.
The Danish photo manual is prepared by
pipeline owners, consultants and contractors.
During each revision, draft copies are circulated
for comments to selected municipal authorities,
selected consulting engineers and the CCTV and
NO-DIG working groups under the Danish
Contractors' Association.

The purpose of the photo manual
The purpose of the photo manual is to ensure a
uniform assessment of observations registered during CCTV inspection.
The manual therefore contains standard definitions that describe individual observations, and
photographs that illustrate how the various observations may appear in the CCTV inspection.
Each observation is designated by a two-letter
code (observation type) and a number (observation class).
All observations – apart from water in the
sewer (VA) – are classified on a scale from 0 to 4,
where 4 signifies conditions that are most negative for normal sewer operation.
In the photo manual, 18 observation types
used in main sewers and laterals are described. In
Denmark, 15 observation types that are deemed
important for the assessment of pipeline condition are available to describe renovated pipelines.
The observations contained in the photo manual
are listed below.The column of numbers to the
right signifies the number of classes the observation type may be split into.
In Denmark there is also an additional observation type for laterals that covers special
constructions (KT).This category can, for example, be used to register where the CCTV inspection was terminated (water trap, blanking plug,
duckfoot bend, etc.).
As it may be difficult to determine in which
class an observation should be placed, the manual
contains photographs of typical observations in
the various classes.
To make the manual more user-friendly, it also
contains a series of comments on individual observation types.These are basic functional descriptions which should always be used in CCTV
inspections.
The photo manual contains detailed instructions on completing report forms.The codes used
for computerised reporting comply with individual countries' accepted standards and exchange
formats for the distribution of digital data from
CCTV inspections.
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Observationtypes

Main sewers and laterals:
Physical condition:

RB
KO
ST
DE
FS
ÅS
IS
PR

1-4
1-4
1-3
1-3
1-4
1-4
1-3
0-3

Operational condition:

Roots
Infiltration
Encrustation
Deposits
Water
Blockage

RØ
IN
AF
UF
VA
FO

1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3
%
0-3

Special constructions:

Branch lines
Cut-in connection
Bored-in connection
Bend

GR
PH
PB
RE

0-3
0-4
0-4
0-3
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Cracks/fractures
Corrosion/erosion
Casting flaws/honeycombing
Deformation
Displaced joint
Open joint
Loose joint material
Localised repair

Renovated pipelines (only in Denmark)
Operational condition:

Water
Infiltration
Encrustation
Blockage

VA
IN
AF
FO

%
1-3
1-3
0-3

Cured-in-place lining:

Cracks/fractures
Deformation
Deformation
Loose inner foil
Discoloration
Cutting of lateral connection
Connection with transition profile
Lateral connection
Debris from work performed
Quality of work performed at start/completion

RB
DE
FL
LI
MI
OS
OP
TS
RU
SS

A-F
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3
0-3
0-3
0-3
0-3
0-3

Close-fit lining:

Cracks/fractures
Deformation
Cutting of lateral connection
Lateral connection
Debris from work performed
Quality of work performed at start/completion

RB
DE
OS
TS
RU
SS

A-F
1-3
0-3
0-3
0-3
0-3

Pipe bursting:

Cracks/fractures
Deformation
Loose welding bead
Lateral connection
Quality of work performed at start/completion

RB
DE
LS
TS
SS

A-E
1-3
1-3
0-3
0-3
13
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The use of observation type as
acceptance criteria
The photo manual only contains a description of
how an objective registration of the observations
made in the sewer system should be performed
and how they are to be reported.
If the CCTV inspection report is subsequently
used to assess the sewer system (e.g. acceptance/
rejection of new installations), the assessment
must be performed in accordance with prescribed
norms and standards for the construction work
involved and with requirements stipulated in the
tender documents.
The observation type Deformation (DE) can
be used as a Danish example of why the CCTV
inspection report cannot be used directly as acceptance criteria.The DS 430 Standard for
Laying Flexible Plastic Pipes in Soil (Norm for
lægning af fleksible ledninger af plast i jord) stipulates limits for maximum permissible deformation
of 8% in PVC and 9% in PEH. It is, however, not
possible to make such precise measurements of
deformation using ordinary CCTV inspection
procedures.
The classification is such that DE 1 is an acceptable degree of deformation while DE 2 requires further measurement, e.g. by pulling a solid
mole through the pipeline to determine whether
the deformation is acceptable in relation to the
acceptance criteria.
A Danish example of a proposal for acceptance criteria for newly installed pipelines is given in
the report Guidelines for Assessing Newly
Installed and Renovated Pipelines Using CCTV
Inspection (Retningslinier for vurdering af nyanlagte og renoverede ledninger ved hjælp af TV-inspektion) published by the Danish Technological
Institute in 1997 (see references).
Reporting manhole condition
Manhole condition is not usually assessed using
CCTV inspection, but rather by visual inspection,
sometimes supplemented by photographs.
The Danish photo manual therefore contains a
special section on the reporting of manhole condition in order to ensure uniform assessment of
the observations made in connection with manhole inspection.
In principle, the way in which the design and
condition of a manhole are registered is the same
as for pipelines; the same descriptions, definitions,
observation types and observation classes are used
as far as possible.

However, the form for reporting manhole
condition is designed so that it can also be completed in writing, although it is currently more
usual that information and observations are registered electronically.
What does the future have in store?
The photo manual is a dynamic tool. Experience
gained from its use and outside influences (e.g.
work on CEN standards) will therefore lead to
the revision of current standard definitions and
report forms.
In recognition of this process, several national
and Nordic projects are currently underway.
These ongoing projects are expected to result in
the publication of revised editions and supplements to the Nordic photo manuals in coming
years.
Ongoing Danish projects will be described
briefly in the following.
Cured-in-place pipelines
The section on CCTV inspection of cured-inplace pipelines in the photo manual from 1997
has not been sufficiently precise to meet the
requirements of pipeline owners and contractors.
This is partly because more experience has been
gained in the installation of cured-in-place liners,
and partly because contractors have gained more
experience, and now have improved tools at their
disposal for reinstating laterals. As a result, the current classification and description of observation
types for cured-in-place pipelines is not up to
date.
The Danish photo manual working group has
therefore prepared a second edition of the photo
manual for cured-in-place pipelines for publication in the spring of 2002 (see references).
Prior to publication, the working group amassed the experience gained by several municipal
authorities in the use of CCTV inspection reports for cured-in-place pipelines. Subsequently,
the group discussed suggestions for new observation classes. In particular, descriptions of the observation type "cutting of lateral connection"
were fully revised.
In addition, extremely detailed photographic
material has been collected to document the new
observation classes.Thus, each observation class is
not merely illustrated by a single photo, but several photos are often used to illustrate the various
causes of a class. Similarly, several photos of, for
example folds, are used to illustrate when an ob-
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servation is sufficiently insignificant for it not to
be registered.
As Danish CIPP contractors are subject to
stringent quality requirements, via among other
things their membership of the Danish Control
Scheme for Pipeline Rehabilitation, it has proved
extremely difficult to find examples of sewers
with observations in more critical classes.The
photo manual working group therefore set up a
test pipeline in order to be able to provoke defects that could provide photographs illustrating
relatively rare observations in the more critical
classes.
The other Nordic countries have only limited
experience in this field.The photo manual working group therefore hopes that the new manual
for CCTV inspection of cured-in-place pipelines
will in time form the basis of a common Nordic
manual. In any event, use of the manual will be
justified in Denmark for several years to come as
the current suggestion for a CEN standard only
treats cured-in-place liners superficially.
CCTV inspections of pipelines renovated with
close-fit liners or pipe bursting techniques must
still be registered in accordance with the 1997
edition of the photo manual.

The operator as assessor
Another part of the forthcoming Danish revision
will examine situations described in the photo
manual where the operator must make an assessment, e.g. in the case of branch lines, localised repairs and bored-in connections where the operator must decide whether the observation in question is good, average or bad.
Operators are not trained to make such assessments. In connection with the photo manual revision, the working group has therefore set as an
objective that operators must be able to report
what they actually see.The photo manual will
therefore include detailed descriptions of the conditions operators can expect to find in their daily
work.
Redesigning the system so that it contains descriptions rather than assessments does not mean
that the classification system, which is also currently used in the other Nordic countries, will
become redundant. It simply means that (for each
class) descriptions must be provided to pinpoint
the actual observation which will lead to a given
class selection.
This will mean that operators are relieved of
the responsibility of making assessments that can
be of great significance in choosing a particular
renovation method.

Harmonisation of the reporting system
Extensive revision of the current Danish photo
manual is planned for 2002. In this connection it
would be natural to investigate the possibility of
registering main pipelines, laterals and renovated
lines in any one CCTV inspection in the same
reporting system.
Such harmonisation could solve many problems for operators, i.e. they would not have to
decide – as they do at present – which report
form to use.
Take, for example, a short liner in a main
sewer.The liner may have been inserted to

CEN standard and associated Nordic annex
Work on a common CEN standard has naturally
provided the opportunity of incorporating relevant sections of it in the Nordic photo manuals.
In particular, it can be expected that needs will
arise in connection with large EU tenders for
CCTV inspection to convert data between the
standard CEN format and the Nordic classification system. In Denmark, the photo manual
working group will as far as possible attempt to
incorporate the necessary additions for such
conversion in the forthcoming revision of the
manual.
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The new photo manual for
cured-in-place pipelines, published in 2002.

strengthen the pipeline beneath a road with
heavy traffic.The operator begins the CCTV inspection using the report form for main sewers.
On reaching the lined section, the operator must
switch to the form for renovated pipelines, and
then switch back again on reaching the end of
the lined section.This procedure is not practical,
especially when the operator must decide – on
the basis of the length of the lined section –
whether the lined section should be registered as
a localised repair or as a renovated pipeline.
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In continuation of the work on the CEN standard, thoughts have been aired on preparing a
common Nordic photo manual.These ideas have
been fostered because the proposed CEN standard for sewer investigation opens the possibility
of individual member states preparing a national
annex to the common standard.
The productive co-operation between the
Nordic countries during negotiations on the proposed CEN standard has shown that it is realistic
to believe that a common basis for CCTV inspection in the Nordic countries could be found.
Revisions to the current photo manual must, of
course, take into account the adaptations resulting
from this co-operation.

Registering manhole condition
In particular, the current description for registering manhole condition is inadequate.
Here, too, it will be possible to draw on the
work being carried out on a common European
CEN standard, which contains a very detailed description of the reporting of manhole condition.
The Danish photo manual working group will
endeavour to incorporate this revision in the
forthcoming edition of the photo manual.
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Tendering of No-Dig projects

Inviting tenders for renovation projects
A new Danish act on competitive tendering took
effect as of 1 September 2001. All NO-DIG work
offered for tender by public authorities is covered
by the new act.There are changes in relation to
the old act, but in the case of NO-DIG projects,
these changes are not great.
The act stipulates that the contract is to be
awarded to the contractor who either has the
"lowest tender" or the "the economically most
favourable tender".The "lowest tender" is more
or less the criterion that was used prior to 1
September 2001.
The concept of “the economically most favourable tender” is well-known from the various
tendering directives that have been in use for several years.The tender documents must state
which of the two criteria will be used to assess
submitted tenders. If “the economically most favourable tender” criteria is used, the award conditions and associating weighting must be given.

5
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5.1 Tendering in Denmark
For many years, NO-DIG projects have been
tendered with greatly varying conditions, mainly
because of a lack of knowledge of the renovation
methods applied.This has often led to difficulties
and dissatisfaction on behalf of both pipeline
owners and tendering contractors.
As a result, several local authorities and the
NO-DIG group under the Danish Contractors'
Association have prepared a paradigm for tendering NO-DIG projects: Renovation of Sewer
Lines. Paradigm for Inviting Tenders, Description,
and Guidelines (Renovering af afløbsledninger.
Paradigma for udbud og beskrivelse inkl. vejledning, 1. udgave, 1999). Copies of the tendering
paradigm can be obtained from the Pipe Centre,
Danish Technological Institute.
The tendering paradigm ensures that all renovation projects are tendered on an common basis
by taking into account current experience with
known renovation methods, by incorporating
present knowledge on future European standards,
and through the work done under the Danish
Control Scheme for Pipe Rehabilitation.
However, the tendering paradigm covers only
cured-in-place lining, close-fit lining, long-pipe
lining and pipe bursting, and can only be used for
gravity sewers. Localised repair, directional drilling, impact moling and conventional open-cut
methods are thus not included in the model.
The tendering paradigm contains proposals for
invitations to tender and conditions for tenders
and payment.These sections are constructed so as
to take account of varying conditions in individual contracts. In addition, the tendering paradigm
contains proposals for TAB (Annex to AB 92), SB
(Special Conditions) and AB (Work Description).
These three sections are general descriptions that
in time will hopefully become known in the industry as a "permanent" part of any tender for
sewer renovation.The idea with the tendering
paradigm is that changes need only be made in
invitations to tender and the conditions for tenders and payment, while TAB, SB and AB remain
unchanged from one invitation to tender to
another.
The tendering documents also contain instructions, suggestions, reminders and references
to help the party inviting tenders to remember all
important information and thus ensure that tendering is performed in a uniform and competent
manner.

Public tendering
Calls for public tenders must be advertised in
newspapers.The advertisement must describe the
extent of the project. Calls for tenders for NODIG projects should be advertised in national
newspapers, possibly also in the Danish publication Licitationen.The advertisement should describe deadlines and the award conditions used.
The advertisement must provide sufficient information for the contractor to be able to judge
whether the project can be completed with the
equipment that the company has at its disposal.
Contractors who wish to submit a tender
should request that tendering documents be sent
to them against payment of a deposit.
There are no set deadlines for receipt of tenders in the act. In the "old act", the deadline was
approximately three weeks.The deadline must
give contractors enough time to prepare a tender.
As it is in the interests of the sewer owner that
contractors thoroughly investigate the actual conditions, it is recommended that the time given reflects the extent of the project in question.
Contractors should be given a minimum of give
working days for small contracts. For large contracts, where quotations from sub-contractors may
be required, contractors should be given 15
working days to prepare tenders.
In public tendering, contractors who have offered tenders have the right to be present when
1
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the tenders are opened, and to be informed of
prices and provisos.
Public tendering ensures broad competition in
which contractors who are capable of accomplishing the project can submit a tender.
Public tendering entails a risk that an unsuitable contractor will submit the lowest tender. It
is, however, possible to reject a tender if the sewer
owner deems it likely that the contractor will not
be able to complete the work in a satisfactory
quality within given deadlines. Upon request, the
sewer owner must forward reasons for rejecting a
tender.
Tenders submitted by contractors are binding
for 40 days.
Limited tendering
Limited tendering corresponds to what was
known as invited tendering in the "old act". In limited tendering, only a select group of contractors is invited to submit tenders.
Limited tendering is common practice for
NO-DIG projects because there are only a few
contractors capable of offering tenders of this
type in Denmark.
With limited tendering, there is no need to
advertise. Instead, a letter is sent to relevant companies describing the project and enquiring
whether the company wishes to tender.
If a company wishes to tender, it must apply
for the tendering documents in writing.
The tendering documents must describe the
award conditions to be used in the assessment
(“lowest tender” or “economically most favourable tender”).
The same conditions also apply to limited tendering.
In limited tendering, only contractors whom
the owner deems capable of accomplishing the
project are invited to submit tenders.
There have been cases where limited tendering has resulted in contractors "getting together"
and offering identical high-price tenders.This is
known in the trade as "tender fixing".The sewer
owner always has the possibility of cancelling a
call for tenders and issuing a new one – either in
a different form or by inviting the same or a new
group of contractors to submit tenders.

Tenders for NO-DIG projects can be invited by public tendering, limited tendering or informal tendering.

Informal tendering
Informal tendering is also covered by the new
act, but those calling for tenders are no longer limited to inviting two contractors to offer tenders.
Informal tendering is to be regulated by an executive order, but this has yet to be issued
(September 2001).The same is true for framework agreements.

2
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Direct costs usually include costs relating
to:
■
■
■

Planning, design and inspection
Materials and construction work
Reestablishment of roads, parks, etc.

Inconvenience/disruption for the surroundings
For traffic and transport, the following
are usually important:
■

■
■

■
■
■

For the environment and surroundings
the following are usually important:
■
■
■
■

■

For commerce and industry the following
are usually important:

■
■
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Reduced turnover in local shops
Disrupted delivery of goods to shops
Impaired access to shops

For local residents the following are usually important (see also the section on
the environment and surroundings):
■
■

However, negative effects can be minimised by
appropriate planning, choice of construction method and timing of construction work.
To assist in this work, several tools and methods have been – or rather are being – developed.The most promising and relevant of these are
discussed in appendix A.

More noise, smells and dust
More air pollution
Vibration
Disruption of street life (how to find
your way around the work site)
Increased pollution because of sewer
overflow during rainfall

These factors are generally covered by the
environmental impacts that affect health and
the environment at large – see appendix A.

■

Indirect costs usually include costs relating
to:
■ Damages paid to the owners of affected
properties
■ Damages paid to third parties
■ Additional maintenance of roads and pavements during construction work (but seldom after construction work)

Delays – e.g. for buses, cars, ambulances,
fire engines and refuse collection vehicles
Increased vehicle running costs
Impaired access to shops, businesses, hospitals
Impaired access to car parks
More frequent accidents
Additional hazards for pedestrians and
cyclists ("soft" traffic)

6
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6.1 Social costs
Pipeline work can have considerable negative
effects on the surrounding environment, especially
pipeline work in existing buildings.
In particular, effects take the form of disruption of traffic and transport, burdens on the environment and pipeline operators' work environment, and inconvenience for commerce, industry
and local residents. Factors that usually form the
basis of social cost evaluations will be discussed in
the following.
Social costs in this context refer predominantly
to the disruption of traffic, transport, the environment, the work environment of pipeline operators, commerce, industry and residents in the vicinity of pipeline work.
Not all these "costs" can reasonably be expressed in terms of pounds and pence. For further details see appendix A (Methods of evaluating social
costs).
If a municipal authority wants to work actively
with these aspects, it is a very good idea for them
to prepare and adopt a policy which includes the
objectives and requirements that local councils have decided upon.
Social costs also include the costs that are
neither direct nor indirect costs of the engineering
project.

■

Impaired access to dwellings
Often no vehicle access
Disruption of normal everyday life

These lists of inconveniences and disruptions
are not exhaustive, but show the factors most
commonly used in social cost calculations.
1
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Objectives for acceptable disruption
Municipal authorities and pipeline owners should
always base their assessment of which disruptions
in connection with a construction project are acceptable in terms of the desired political objectives and requirements.
Objectives are set in order to provide tangible
management tools. If the objectives are measurable, precise and realistic, individual construction
methods can be assessed and compared in terms
of the disruption they cause.
If when determining social costs, only objectives and requirements are used in the evaluation of
tenders, the process should be performed on the
basis of specific objective control – see appendix
A.

Examples of various types of objectives and requirements:
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Excavation in connection with the
renewal or planned maintenance of
municipal technical installations must
not occur in any road more than once
every 25 years
Excavation in connection with acute
maintenance of municipal technical
installations must not occur in the same road more than once every 5 years
From 7 am to 9 am and from 3 pm to
6 pm only 25% of road width may be
blocked
All excavations must be completely
covered between 3 pm and 7 am.
Work sites used during construction
must not be used for more than a
week.Work sites in roads and pavements may only extend 100 m at a time
If the stipulated work period is exceeded, liquidated damages of DKK XX
per day shall be payable. If the work is
completed before the stipulated date,
the owner shall correspondingly pay
DKK YY per day
The work site area should be weighted
in the assessment of the tender
Only a 5-minute increase in the time
taken to pass a work site will be accepted between 7 am and 9 am and
between 3 pm and 6 pm.

Similar – more or less stringent – objectives and
requirements may be set for all other areas of social costs.
Individual owners can thus determine what
will be accepted and what will not be accepted.
Requirements may be grouped as in section x.1.1
above with respect to:
■ Traffic and transport
■ The environment and surroundings
■ Commerce and industry
■ Local residents
For further details, see environmental
impacts in A.
6.2 Product life cycle assessment and
environmentally friendly design
In recent years, attention has increasingly focused
on using as little as possible of the Earth's nonrenewable resources, on recycling as many resources as possible after use, and on creating as few
environmental impacts and environmental effects
as possible when producing raw materials and
products, when using the products and when
operating, maintaining and disposing of the products.
If a municipal authority wishes to work actively with these aspects, it is a very good idea to
draw up and adopt a policy which includes the
objectives and requirements that local councils
wish to achieve.
Life cycle or "cradle to grave" is used to describe products that normally have the following
five phases in their life cycle:
Production of raw materials
Manufacture of products
Construction
Operation and maintenance
Recycling/renewal
This is also true for construction work. In
brief, the life cycle is as follows.
To manufacture a product, various raw materials are extracted and produced.Various building
materials are then manufactured, and buildings
and installations (e.g. pipelines) constructed.

2
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Users can, for example, utilise the results of these
tools to document that they are complying with
their company's environmental objectives.This
will usually entail the identification of particularly
significant environmental impacts in one or more
phases of a product's life cycle (produc-tion, construction, operation, etc.).
In addition, the results can be used in connection with eco-labelling and environmental product specifications (the Nordic Swan, the EU
Flower, etc.).
Suppliers can, for example, utilise the results to
document the environmental impacts and effects
of their products and processes. In the field of
NO-DIG, this will usually consist of supplying
detailed information and data on the company's
NO-DIG methods and products.
A preliminary, outline life cycle assessment can
often identify the most significant environmental
impacts.This means that suppliers can benefit
from using the results in their product development, license agreements, comparisons when purchasing materials for their production of liners,
etc. and when purchasing machinery.
Several life cycle assessments of, for example,
pipe materials from the beginning of the 1990s
show that the severest environmental impacts
(energy consumption and emission in particular)
occur when using machinery during the installation phase, and that knowledge of environmental
impacts in the long operational phase is very limited. In this respect, special reference is made to
Environmental Assessment of Sewer Pipes Made
of PVC, PE, PP, and Concrete (Miljøvurdering af
afløbsrør i PVC, PE, PP og Beton) (see referen-
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ces) published by Nordisk Plaströrsgruppe, and
How to Interprete an LCA Report? (Hur tolkas
en LCA-rapport ?) (see references) published by
VA-Forsk in 1998.
In the latter report, several experiences and
pitfalls in the use of life cycle assessments and the
resulting reports are described.
In conventional pipeline work, the installation
phase is characterised by high energy consumption and emission in connection with transport,
trenching and back-filling.
In 2002, Nordisk Plaströrsgruppe will publish
a new investigation of environmental impacts and
economic consequences of sewer system operation.The investigation focuses on blockages, infiltration, etc., and also deals with the use of vehicles for flushing as well as the operation of
pumping stations and water treatment plants.
The methods themselves are discussed in
appendix A.
Machines, for example, can be compared on the
basis of the their use of fuel, noise level and
emission of CO2, SO2, see the list in the following section on environmental impacts.
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Subsequently, these buildings and installations are
operated and maintained. Finally, buildings/installations that cannot or shall not be used any longer
are demolished and the materials and installations
recycled or disposed of, while other buildings and
their installations are renovated so that they can
meet current standards and requirements.
This is also true for water supply systems, sewer systems, gas supply systems, telecommunication systems, etc. In other words, all the areas in
which SSTT promotes NO-DIG techniques for
installation and rehabilitation.
In this connection, several tools have been –
or rather are being – developed, in particular life
cycle assessments and environmentally friendly
design.These tools are described in more detail in
appendix A.

A few definitions
At this point, it may be helpful to establish a few
definitions. Many new terms appear in our "modern world" – and unfortunately different terms
are often used for the same concept.
Life cycle assessments
"A life cycle assessment is a systematic collection,
investigation and evaluation of environmental impacts and consequent environmental effects that a
structure or building component give rise to
throughout its entire life cycle."
A "structure" in this context can be a sewer
pipeline, a pumping station, a water mains, etc.
Broadly speaking, a life cycle assessment can
be defined as a techno-scientific tool for mapping
and evaluating environmental impacts and the
consequences of all the activities in the life cycle
of a structure. It is techno-scientific because the
evaluations broadly used at present require substantial technical knowledge of both the structure
being assessed and the methods employed in life
cycle assessment (see appendix A for further
details).
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Environmentally friendly design
Environmentally friendly design is a systematic
design method which ensures that efforts to reduce the negative environmental effects of a structure throughout its life cycle are made during its
design.
Life cycle assessments and environmentally
friendly design are therefore two sides of the
same coin – both aim to produce the fewest possible and least harmful environmental impacts, environmental effects, and consequences of a structure.
Environmental impacts and environmental effects are therefore two central and decisive factors. In the context of environmentally friendly
design, environmental impacts and effects are defined as follows:
Environmental impacts
Environmental impacts are impacts caused by the
structure during its construction and life cycle
that result in effects on resources, human health
and the environment at large.

Impacts that result in effects on resources
■

■

■

Impacts that result in effects on health
and the environment at large
■

■

■

■
■

Environmental effects
Environmental effects are any change in resources, human health and conditions in the environment at large.

■

Environmental impacts
On the basis of their definition, environmental
impacts (and effects) are usually divided into three
main groups:
■ Impacts that result in effects on resources
■ Impacts that result in effects on health and the
environment at large
■ Impacts that result in effects on health in the
work environment

■

For each of these, the parameters and conditions usually taken into consideration at present,
are listed in the following.
Where life cycle assessments and environmentally friendly design are concerned, it is these parameters and conditions that users and suppliers
must take into account in all stages of the life
cycle of a structure (see above).

4

Energy – the consumption of various
energy sources
Raw materials – the consumption of all
materials used in the structure/product
Water – especially the consumption of
clean drinking water

■
■
■

Emission to the atmosphere (that affects
the global, regional and local environment – greenhouse effect, effects on the
ozone layer)
Discharge to water (wastewater that contains material foreign to the environment)
Discharge to soil (chemical and biological
substances that can cause long-term or
permanent pollution)
Energy production
Material production
Transport
Waste treatment
Waste disposal
Noise and vibration (the noise level produced by machinery, etc.)
Altered physical surroundings (alterations
of structures and their surrounding)

Attention is usually focused on: NOx, CO,
CO2, SO2,VOC, PAH, heavy metals, halogens, CFC gases, dust, cyanides and dioxins,
but it is also important to consider other
substances that may harm the environment.

Impacts that result in effects on health in
the work environment
■ Air quality (gases and particles/dust, allergy)
■ Skin irritation (physical contact with
dangerous substances, allergy)
■ Thermal conditions (temperature)
■ Light and radiation (weak and strong light, ionising radiation, radioactive radiation, cancer)
■ Noise and vibration (noise levels and vibration from machinery, hearing damage)
■ Ergonomics (physical exertion and occupational injuries)
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Examples of overall objectives and
requirements are:
Work environment
Environmentally harmful substances must
not be found at municipal workplaces or in
municipal buildings and plant.
The condition of all manholes and structures must at least comply with the requirements of the Danish Working Environment
Service and must be such that the work environment provides motivation for responsible and quality-conscious operation and
maintenance.

6
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Environmental objectives
Environmental assessments performed by municipal authorities or other pipeline owners should
always be based on a set of politically desirable
objectives and requirements.
Objectives are set in order to have specific management goals. If the objectives are measurable,
precise and realistic, they can be used to weigh
the environmental effects of various installation
methods against one another.

Products
Products used in municipal buildings and
plant must be manufactured, installed and
operated throughout their service life consuming a minimum of energy.
Surroundings
The installation, operation and maintenance
of municipal buildings and plant must inconvenience local citizens and visitors to the
municipality as little as possible with regard
to noise, dust and smell.The surroundings
must also be inconvenienced as little as possible in connection with work sites, reduced
traffic safety, damage to public parks, etc.
Such overall political objectives must usually
be described in detail and made measurable as
required. Corresponding and more or less stringent objectives and requirements can then be set
for all other types of environmental effects.
In this way, limits are set for the extent of environmentally friendly design in the municipality
and for the assessment of results:What is best for
the environment in the municipality?
5
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Cleaning pipelines

At the moment, work is proceeding on a
Danish guideline dealing with requirement specifications for planning, personnel, equipment and
methods of work for high-pressure flushing. In
addition, efforts are being made to establish courses of training in this area. Among other things,
these activities are aimed at achieving improved
cleaning, preventing damage in pipes and, not
least, preventing occupational injuries.
Norway and Sweden are among the countries
which have established such forms of training.
The training is not obligatory on companies who
undertake such work in the countries concerned.
As can be seen from the above, cleaning
pipelines is not a task that has been thoroughly
investigated, described and documented. It demands much of the companies undertaking the
task; they must use the correct material, and the
work must be performed in accordance with current legislation. It is these conditions that are
particularly emphasised in the following.

7
METHODS

7.1 Cleaning sewer lines
It must be said at the outset that this section describes solely how the cleaning of sewer lines can
be dealt with.The cleaning of, for example, water
supply lines is not described here since this process is only undertaken to a very limited extent.
For as long as there have been sewers, it has
been necessary to find methods of cleaning them
out when they become blocked by sludge or
other debris.
There are many ways of cleaning out drains
and sewers, but since the 1960s the most used
method is high-pressure flushing.
Despite the relatively long period during
which high-pressure flushing has been used, and
despite the fact that this method constitutes a
certain health hazard for the personnel carrying
out the operation, there are at present no general
guidelines or instructions that manufacturers,
operators, or administrative staff have to follow
when sewer lines are to be cleaned.
When sewer authorities invite tenders for
cleaning tasks, the only rules that apply are those
laid down in Statutory Order on Sewers, no. 473,
(“Bekendtgørelse om kloakarbejde m.v.”), issued
by the Danish Working Environment Service.
This service has also issued an Information Note
(“at-meddelelse”) dealing with high-pressure
flushing equipment (see references).
In addition to the above mentioned Statutory
Order on Sewers there is also DS 432:2000
“Norm for afløbsinstallationer” (”Standard for effluent installations”) (see references), but this merely states that sewerage constructions shall be laid
so that “all parts can be cleaned easily”.The standard does not apply to main sewers.
However, the issue of a Danish standard on the
subject is expected soon.The technical committee of CEN therefore submitted CEN/TC 165
”Management and Control of Sewer Cleaning
Operations in Drains and Sewers” (see references)
for hearing in the spring of 2001. It is expected
that after approval, it will become a Danish
standard.
When a sewer is cleaned, the personnel involved will have gained their qualifications exclusively on the basis of experience exchange.This is
of course a vital factor in ensuring expertise, but
does not necessarily mean that personnel have
been instructed in sewer construc-tion, sewer
function, types of material used, health and safety
requirements, etc.

7.2 Planning the cleaning assignment
It is the municipalities in Denmark that are responsible for the operation and maintenance of
public sewerage systems. It therefore goes without
saying that within the authority departments concerned, the focus should be on maintaining sewerage systems and thus minimising to the greatest extent possible the number of emergency
call-outs or other operational disturbances.
The following deals mainly with large planned
cleaning assignments, not forgetting that even
minor tasks also involve many of the points mentioned.
The basic preconditions for the successful
completion of a cleaning assignment include:
■ Thorough planning
■ Well-qualified personnel
■ Correct and well-maintained equipment
■ Knowledge of the sewerage system
In general, where pipeline cleaning is concerned, the first step is to determine the strategy to
be used.
Among the alternatives are:
■ Periodic cleaning (at fixed or variable intervals
of time)
■ Cleaning based on inspection
■ ”Fire fighting”, i.e. dealing with serious problems after they occur
1
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Probably the most used strategy is periodic
cleaning at more or less fixed intervals.The procedure is fairly simple to administer and is based,
typically, on reports from the personnel who perform such work. An example here
would be an existing line not designed to be selfcleaning and which therefore needs periodic cleaning in order to avoid capacity or smell problems.
Preventive cleaning should be adopted to ensure the following:
■ The continued maintenance of the necessary
hydraulic capacity in the sewerage system
■ The avoidance of blockage problems
■ Minimum pollution from overfalls
■ Minimum smell nuisance
■ The possibility of TV inspection facilities
■ The preparation of renovation work
To be able to deal with preventive cleaning
correctly, it is important that information sent in
by personnel in the field be utilised. In addition,
to ensure that the reports sent in do contain the
information required, the forms or tables used
must be designed accordingly. If this is not done
correctly, personnel will regard such documentation as a waste of time and reporting will never be
as expected.
Briefly, the documentation for further planning must be exactly right, neither too much nor
too little.What is more, the sewer maps used in
planning must be a true representation of real
conditions.

2

Choosing the cleaning method
The method of cleaning must thus be determined
and the reason why cleaning is necessary must be
established. For example, if the condi-tion of the
system is very poor, thorough flushing or light
high-pressure flushing might be enough to restore
capacity. In other cases, there is the question of
whether or not high-pressure flushing of any sort
might dislodge the packing yarn used to seal
joints – with the result that the pipes fall apart.
Further questions revolve around possible intrusions from service lines and whether root cutting
might damage a service line, etc. Older cast iron
pipes should not be high-pressure flushed unless
they can be subsequently renovated using, for example, a NO-DIG method. Renovation enters
the picture here because of the high risk of leakage presented by graphite grey iron pipes.
The following factors should be
considered/investigated when choosing the method of cleaning:

■
■
■
■
■

■

Reason for cleaning
Material, size and sealing materials in lines
System condition
Rate of flow in system
Manhole positions, distance between them,
traffic conditions
Amount of information to be given to residents and authorities

A decision then has to be taken as to the form
of cleaning to be adopted in each particular case.
There are many different methods, but the most
widely used in Denmark are:
■ Manual drain cleaners
■ Cleaning rods
■ Sewer cleaning machines
■ Cleaning balls
■ Digging and scraping implements
■ High-pressure flushing
■ Root cutting
■ Cleaning pig
Alternative preventive cleaning methods used
in Germany, Denmark and other countries include vacuum systems where water is sucked up into
a kind of water tower. On a given signal, the “accumulated water volume” is released and the pipeline or recipient system is cleaned out.These
systems are very suitable for topographically flat
areas.The extent to which they will become more widely used in Denmark can only be the subject of guesswork.
The simple version of vacuum cleaning consists of lightly flushing the sewer line by feeding
water into an upstream manhole so that by gravitation the water, to a certain extent, cleans out
the sewer downstream of the vacuum system.
The three last mentioned methods are described in the following sections since these are regarded as being the most widely used.
High-pressure flushing
High-pressure flushing is the most widely used
cleaning method for public sewerage systems. It
employs water subjected to pressure from a pump.
The water is then pumped through hoses to a
flushing head attached to the hose end.The water
pressure can be varied to suit the type of project,
but 30-200 bar is quite normal.With industrial
flushing the pressure can be much higher, easily
up to 800 bar.
The flushing hose is propelled along the line
to its “starting position” by a water jet sent
backwards by the flushing head.When the flus-
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High-pressure flushing vehicle.

hing head reaches this position, the necessary
pressure is supplied to the hose and it is hauled
back towards the point where it was inserted. In
this way deposits are drawn back towards the insertion point. Cleaning will thus always start upstream and proceed towards the downstream well
so that the force of gravity does not have to be
overcome. However, traffic conditions, private
ground, buildings and other features do sometimes mean that cleaning has to be performed in
the opposite direction.
High-pressure flushing can be used primarily
to remove loose debris, but is to a certain degree
also effective against more permanent accumulations. Normally, flushed material is collected in a
sludge tank which is usually an integral part of
the high-pressure flushing vehicle.
Root cutting
Tree roots often appear in underground pipes and
can cause operational problems.Typically, trees
with deep roots are the cause, e.g. willow, poplar,
and birch, all of which have very extensive root
systems.
Smaller roots can be removed by high-pressure
flushing - the jets themselves cut the roots.This
method is used when lines “only” need a general
clean-out.When the sole task is to cut tree roots,
the preferred method is mechanical root cutting.

Mechanical root cutting is performed by a
purpose-built machine which can be attached to
the hose from the high-pressure flushing vehicle
– from where it is controlled.
Chain cutters are the most widespread implements for removing tree roots, but knives and
other devices can also be seen. It is very important that the root cutting implement matches the
size of pipe very precisely so that it does not damage the pipe or itself when used. For this reason
mechanical root cutters are normally equipped
with guide bars to ensure that they run centrally
through the pipe.

A root cutter.

3
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Cleaning pig
With pressure cleaning it is also possible to use a
“cleaning pig”.This device is made of moulded
foam rubber, plastic, etc. and is also used in water
supply lines.
The cleaning pig should be inserted into the
pressure line, as close to the pumps as possible. A
pig catch net is inserted in the pressure well.
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Cleaned-out debris
Before a contractor’s quotation for cleaning is accepted, the pipeline owner should also make clear
how cleaned out debris is to be treated.
The reason is that there might be a large difference between the charges levied on the disposition of material from rainwater and wastewater.
The need for cleaning most often arises because of operational problems in the sewers from,
Cleaning pigs.

for example, large accumulations of sand and
consequent blockage downstream, discharge of
debris to a downstream recipient, the separation
of oil/fat/roots, smell nuisance, etc.
7.3 Implementation
Before the contractor actually starts the cleaning
task, there are a number of points that need examining first. An assessment should be made to
confirm whether:
■ A clear description of the task has been
prepared
■ Information about the work and its effect has
been issued to residents likely to be affected
■ The personnel chosen for the job have the
ability to carry it out
■ The flushing equipment chosen is suitable for
the cleaning task
■ Necessary barrier equipment is carried in the
vehicle
In particular, the pipeline owner should ensure
that the chosen contractor has the required
equipment and that the appointed personnel are
capable of carrying out the work. In other words,
pipeline owners should be far more precise in
making demands on and describing requirements
to flushing contractors.
Flushing equipment
In this section, high-pressure flushing vehicles are
described as these are the most widespread within
pipeline cleaning.

The cleaning pig is forced through the pressure pipeline, thus
loosening deposits which are pushed on through the system.

Pressure

Deposits

Before

4

After

Flushing vehicle
Three main types of vehicle are available today:
■ Separate flushing vehicle
■ Flushing vehicle and sludge extractor
(combination vehicle)
■ Recycling vehicle with sludge extractor
Flushing vehicles are, typically, used for tasks
on private property where blockages occur in
service lines, waste pipes, etc. In such cases it is
seldom necessary to suck loosened material from
lines. As its name implies, the flushing vehicle is
able to flush-clean the lines and is therefore ideal
for such tasks.
Flushing vehicles with sludge extractor or
combination vehicles are the most common types
in Denmark.They are used for cleaning both
main and service lines, etc.They are equipped
with a high-pressure pump for flushing and a
vacuum pump for sludge extraction.
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Recycling vehicles have become more widespread in Denmark in recent years.These vehicles
suck the flushing water from the line and recycle
it.They are ideal for tasks where large quantities
of water are necessary, e.g. large mains. Like combination vehicles, recycling vehicles are equipped
with both a high-pressure pump and a vacuum
pump.

Three types of flushing heads.

Hose
diameter

Pump
l/min
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Flushing head
The flushing head can be compared to the shovel
on an excavating machine where different sizes
must be used, depending on the nature of the
work.
There are three main types of flushing heads:
■ Conventional flushing heads
■ Flushing heads with cone
■ Flushing heads with tubing
In conventional flushing heads, the water flow
is not channelled, but “finds” its own way out to
the orifices. In the other two types the water is
channelled to the orifices.
Swedish trials have shown that the cleaning effect is greatest when the water jets do not emerge
in drop form (atomised).Therefore the choice of
water pressure, form of flushing head and orifices
are closely related when a task has to be planned.
Thus, in flushing head 1, the pressure drop is high
when the water flow is not channelled, whereas
with the two other heads the pressure drop is
much less because the water is channelled to the
orifices.

Flushing hoses
To clean lines in the best possible way, the water
quantity and hose dimensions (including length)
must be chosen to suit the actual task.The criteria below are given as guidelines for determining
different pipe dimensions.
Generally speaking, there are three types of
hoses: plastic, rubber and metal-reinforced hydraulic hose.The hydraulic hose is heavy, electrically conductive and the reinforcement easily becomes frayed, carrying with it the risk of skin damage and infection as far as operating personnel
are concerned.
Plastic hoses are lighter, but more rigid than
rubber hoses (which are also heavier). Plastic and
rubber hoses are the most used in Denmark.
Pipe dimension

1/2”

60

op til

160 mm

3/4”

175

op til

300 mm

1”

300

op til

600 mm

1 1/4”

400

op til

900 mm

1 1/4”

500

op til 1000 mm

The water pressure is most often measured using a pressure gauge mounted close to the pump.
As indicated under the section “Flushing head”,
however, it is the water pressure at the flushing
head which is important.To calculate this water
pressure, the pressure drop occurring between
pressure gauge and flushing head must be subtracted from the gauge reading.That is to say, hoses
and fittings are typical sources of pressure drop.
If the pipeline owner sets requirements for the
flushing equipment to be used – regardless of the
problems this might mean for the contractor in
changing hoses or the flushing/pressure head –
several benefits can be achieved: water consumption can be reduced, and overpressure/underpressure accidents in service lines can be avoided, thus
reducing the number of discontented users.
For the contractor, the lower water pressure,
the “correct” choice of hose dimension and water
quantity in relation to the equipment means less
wear, fewer replacements, and hopefully, better
and cheaper cleaning results for everyone.

5
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Flushing personnel experience
When planning flushing operations and assigning
personnel, the pipeline owner should pay special
attention to the following:
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Training
At the moment, there are no recognised training
courses for flushing operators in Denmark. New
operators are typically “under the wing” of more
experienced personnel.
Information Note no. 4.04.18 issued by the
Danish Working Environment Service,“Working
with high-pressure cleaning equipment” (Arbejde
med højtryksrenseanlæg) (see references), stipulates that operating personnel must:
■ have good knowledge of the equipment,
the safety aspects, and how it should be
maintained
■ be well informed about safety and health
precautions that must be taken with the
equipment
■ have adopted a work technique that in the
best way possible prevents accidents and
health hazards while work is proceeding
Employers are therefore obliged to ensure that
flushing operators are proficient and able to fulfil
these requirements.
It can thus be seen that to be able to clean
sewer lines and achieve the required level of quality, personnel must have gained knowledge and
experience of all aspects, including materials, the
work itself, safety, the work environment, sewer
construction, and the associated laws and statutory orders.
In this industrial category it is not unusual to
see one-man companies, i.e. where one man is
the employer and the operator, and this might be
a problem where the implications of such knowledge and experience are concerned.
The obvious conclusion is, then, that as soon
as possible it would be desirable to establish training courses for existing and new operators, and
administrative staff. It is in this way that sewer lines could be cleaned more safely, to the benefit of
operators, the sewer lines themselves, and the environment.

6

Safety and health
There are many factors within sewer line cleaning
by high-pressure flushing that can create unforeseen circumstances for the operator and for the
near surroundings. Some of these factors can be
put down to human error, others to incorrect or

deficient equipment, poor maintenance or
planning.
As at the moment there are no proper courses
on the subject, it is not surprising that the associated rules and statutory orders that do exist are
perhaps not fully known by the companies carrying out this type of work.
For this reason, the most used paragraphs of
the Danish Statutory Order on Sewers and the
previously mentioned Information Note are
briefly dealt with in the following sections.The
CEN Technical Committee has just submitted a
standard for hearing in this industrial category,
but as yet no answer has been received and therefore it cannot be discussed here.
The Danish Statutory Order on Sewers
(“Bekendtgørelse om kloakarbejde m.v.”)
Statutory Order no. 473 of 7 October 1983 issued by The Danish Working Environment Service
as amended by Statutory Order no. 9 of 14
January 1988 (“Bekendtgørelse om ændring af
bekendtgørelse om kloakarbejde m.v.”) (see references) deals with a number of requirements on,
for example, the site arrangement, auxiliary
equipment, the work itself, protective apparel and
welfare measures.
As regards the site, and as far as it is possible,
high-pressure flushing must be performed from
the terrain. Climbing down into a sewer pipe is
only permitted when pipes are 120 cm or more
(although dispensations have been granted for pipes down to 80 cm).Working in pipes might be
necessary, for example, when debris becomes permanently lodged, or there are pipe fragments,
bricks, etc. that cannot be removed by high-pressure flushing. However, according to regulations,
descent into a manhole or sewer pipe is allowed
only when the need for physical presence could
not have been foreseen. In addition, personnel
cannot be permitted to be in the manhole or
sewer pipe for more than 5 minutes.
In the event of the need for physical work in
sewers, measuring equipment must be provided
to register the presence of various gases, as well as
a hoist and a watchman. If the work is expected
to involve personnel being in the sewer for more
than 5 minutes, stricter safety regulations come
into force, such as the need for extra watch personnel and mechanical ventilation if the existing
means of ventilation is considered or found to be
inadequate.
According to the section on auxiliary equipment, for dangerous remotely controlled machi-
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Working with high-pressure cleaning equipment – (“Arbejde med højtryksrenseanlæg”)
In Information Note no. 4.04.18, October 1990,
(“Working with high-pressure cleaning equipment”) (see references) some of the regulations
are more precise and stricter versions of those
contained in the Statutory Order on Sewers.
For example,“high-pressure equipment” means plant where the pressure is higher than 25 bar
and plant in which the pressure exceeds 70 bar
may only be operated by persons of 18 years of
age or older, unless such operation is part of a
training course or similar sequence of instruction.
Regulations require a two-hand grip on flushing nozzles and similar, ergonomic strain avoidance measures, footwear with non-slip soles, and
so on. If plant includes an internal combustion
engine in confined spaces, there must be an effective exhaust gas extraction system.
The Information Note stipulates the use of
waterproof gloves and an apron or coverall,
whereas the Statutory Order on Sewers only
requires such equipment when personnel are to
enter a sewer line.The use of ear protectors is also
required when the noise load exceeds 85 dB(A).
Eye protection against aerosols and liquid splashes
is also obligatory.
A further section in the Information Note
deals with the extent of inhouse training and instruction in the use of equipment, and stipulates
that the employer is responsible for providing
such facilities.
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High-pressure cleaning plant must of course
be inspected, maintained, and be in good operating condition.This means that worn or defective
parts must be replaced and that the maker’s instructions must be followed.
Finally, the flushing contractor is responsible
for providing the necessary signs, barriers, marking, etc.
Documentation of work carried out
The pipeline owner should ensure that all cleaning work is the subject of some kind of reporting system in order to confirm that work has
been carried out thoroughly.
The pipeline owner should also prepare a flushing schedule and go through it with the flushing
contractor, simply because the requirements imposed by different pipeline owners are not always
the same:
■ Date, operator, equipment and other basic information
■ Estimated quantity of sand and stone flushed
from the line(s)
■ Location of blockages
■ Other information
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nery there must be an emergency stop device in
the immediate vicinity of the machinery. Furthermore, personnel must not come into di-rect contact with extracted substances nor be subjected to
hazards such as aerosols or toxic fumes/gases.
There are also requirements in connection
with protective apparel. For example, special
clothing and sometimes masks are stipulated if the
backwash of flushing water contaminated with
harmful bacteria cannot be avoided or if flushing
cannot be performed from the terrain.The regulations also contain instructions on how workwear and personal protective apparel are to be
stored, handled, and washed.
The requirements laid down by The Danish
Working Environment Service in connection
with personnel welfare (canteen, changing room,
showers, etc.) must also be observed.
Employers are responsible for ensuring that
these regulations are observed. Failure to do so is
punishable by law.

Of course, situations may arise which the flushing schedule cannot cover, but of which the pipeline owner must be made aware.These can be
noted in a logbook or a deviation report which
may contain such information as:
■ Map deviations
■ Pipe connection errors
■ Fallback
■ Special conditions, such as infiltration, bad
smells from sludge, contamination, gurgling,
etc.
■ Information given to the operator by residents
in the area
While the work is proceeding it is most certainly advantageous to hold a site meeting in order to collect registered information, particularly
that of a special character. In this way the pipeline
owner is able to see what actions should be initiated. For example, in the case of observed pollution, the person responsible for the discharge could
be informed and asked to do something about
the problem.
In the same way, there ought to be a contract
completion/commissioning meeting at which the
project is reviewed.
7
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7.4 Cleaning water pipelines
The cleaning of sewer lines has been described in
detail in the previous sections. However, it is also
necessary to describe the cleaning of water pipelines as this must also be performed periodically.
In general, the same cleaning methods may be
used for water pipelines as for sewer lines.
However, the cleaning method used depends on
the size and function of the water pipeline; a distinction is made between pipelines for unfiltered
water, water mains, supply lines, and service lines.
The water extracted from Danish aquifers
contains, among other things, iron and manganese
(ochre), and calcium and magnesium (lime deposits). In pipelines used for unfiltered water, these
minerals are deposited as a soft, slippery sediment.
Some types of water form hard deposits even
at low oxygen concentrations and where turbulence occurs.
In pipelines used for filtered water, deposits
occur in the form of incrustation, i.e. a hard,
lumpy coating consisting of iron and lime.
Incrustation occurs particularly in graphite grey
iron pipes used for hard water.
It is also important to consider the use to
which the pipeline will be put after cleaning.
Moreover, the material the pipeline is made of
must be taken into account as individual cleaning
methods may have different consequences and effects depending on whether they are used in pipes made of PVC or cast iron.
Furthermore, before cleaning water pipelines,
several factors in particular should be considered:
■ The inside surfaces of old cast-iron pipes are
often encrusted with hard deposits of iron and
lime that may be difficult to remove effectively
with a cleaning pig
■ High-pressure flushing, with pressures up to
1000 bar, is a particularly effective cleaning
method, which can remove all deposits from
the pipeline. It should, however, be noted that
if the method is used for graphite cast-iron pipes, the pipeline must be renovated after cleaning because such high pressures damages the
pipe, with the risk of subsequent leaks
■ All deposits should be completely removed
before renovating a pipeline with PE pipes in
order to prevent them from being damaged
during insertion into the existing pipeline
■ If deposits are to be removed from old castiron pipelines solely to improve their hydraulic
properties, the use of a cleaning pig or mechanical cleaning is recommended

■

Unless cast-iron pipelines are coated internally
after cleaning, with for example cement mortar or epoxy resin, the deposits will reform
within a few years.
It should be noted that the inside surface of
graphite grey iron pipes have greatly reduced
adhesiveness

The cleaning methods mentioned above will
be described in more detail in the following sections.
Cleaning with high-pressure flushing
A rotating flushing head centred in the pipeline, is
pulled through the pipeline at a constant speed
using a winch.
The speed at which the equipment is pulled
through the pipeline and the angle at which the
water jet strikes the pipe wall are important for
the result achieved.The quantity of water consumed varies from 50 to 175 l/min under variable
pressures of between 1000 and 1500 bar.
The cleaning unit should advance at speeds of
about 30-50 cm/min depending on pipeline diameter.
In some cases, particularly for bitumen-lined
pipelines, costs in connection with the disposal of
the water used for cleaning can be expected.
The method described removes without difficulty ochre deposits, other mineral scale, and rust.
The method is suitable for cleaning pipelines prior to their renovation with PE pipes in order to
protect the pipes from becoming damaged during
installation.
The purpose of high-pressure flushing is to
obtain a clean pipe wall and maintain complete
pipeline cross-sectional areas.
A method for cleaning pipelines similar to that
described above is root cutting, in which deposits
are dislodged from the inside surface of the pipeline using rotating chains in combination with
water at a pressure of 125-150 bar. Depending on
the renovation method to be used, conventional
flushing can subsequently be performed to achieve complete cleaning of the pipeline.
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Cleaning with scraping tools
Cleaning is performed by pulling circular wire
brushes and/or spring-steel devices through the
pipeline. A winch cable is fed through the pipeline to be cleaned and the cleaning tools winched
back through the pipeline.The circular brushes
are oversized and are thus pressed firmly against
the pipe walls while being pulled through the pipeline. Deposits are thus brushed from the walls
and pulled out of the pipeline together with the
brush. Cleaning is accomplished without the use
of water.Where there are large quantities of deposits, these can collect and block the pipeline so
that the cleaning unit cannot be pulled forward.
The purpose of cleaning and scraping tools is
to remove loose sediments, improve water flow,
and remove iron oxide (ochre deposits), lime and
barium sulphide.
The inside surface of the pipeline is well cleaned.The method is therefore suitable for use prior to renovation with PE pipes, etc.
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Cleaning pigs
Cleaning pigs can be driven through the pipeline
by water or compressed air. Pigs are designed as
flexible, bullet-shaped, foam-rubber cylinders
with concave pressure faces. Sturdy spiral ribs of
urethane rubber are attached to the surface of the
cylinder. It is these ribs, which may also have steel
studs or brushes attached, that provide the cleaning effect.
In the actual cleaning process, an oversized pig
is inserted into the pipeline.The pressure that is
then applied behind the pig to drive it through
the pipeline creates friction between the pig and
the pipe wall.
When pressure is applied from behind, the cylindrical body and urethane ribs are compressed
lengthwise and expand radially, just like a wedge.
When pressure is applied behind the pig, highpressure low-volume jets are created between the
pig and the pipe wall.These jets provide the cleaning effect. Deposits are "flushed" from the pipe
wall and debris is pushed forward in front of the
pig.
The purpose of cleaning pigs is to remove loose sediments, improve water flow and remove
iron oxide (ochre deposits), lime and barium sulphide.
The inside surface of the pipeline is thoroughly cleaned, and cleaning pigs therefore provide a
suitable method for use prior to renovating pipelines with PE pipes using sliplining techniques.
The method is also used in the regular maintenance of large transport pipelines to prevent excessive sedimentation. Improved flow and complete cross-sectional area are achieved.

Schematic illustration of pipeline cleaning using a scraping tool.
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Cured-in-place lining

What is CIPP?
CIPP is known as "strømpeforing" in Danish and
as "flexibla foder" in Swedish.
According to the technical regulations, CIPP
is defined as "products or systems based on fabric
impregnated with resin that only become selfsupporting pipes after installation and curing".
All CIPP products are made of felt or fibreglass impregnated with a synthetic resin which,
depending on use, can be a polyester or epoxy
compound or some other material.
Homogeneous and non-homogeneous liners
are available. Homogeneous liners are made of the
same type of felt and synthetic resin throughout,
while non-homogeneous liners have a supportive
reinforcing layer as well as a resin-impregnated
layer.The reinforcing layer is usually made of fibreglass.The wall thickness used for both homogeneous and non-homogeneous liners is determined in individual cases by the condition of the
pipeline to be renovated.
Non-homogeneous liners made of a fibreglass
laminate have a higher modulus of elasticity and
thus a thinner wall.
This chapter on CIPP is primarily based on
information contained in the specifications of
products currently participating in the Danish
control scheme.
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At present, similar control schemes do not exist in the other Nordic countries, but the suppliers covered by the Danish control scheme are by
and large the same companies that supply the
other Nordic countries. Common for all companies participating in the Danish control scheme is
that the liner they use is supplied by a liner manufacturer.The company that manufactures the
liner may be owned by the contractor or may
merely supply impregnated liners to one or more
contractors in the various countries.
The design of cured-in-place liners
Homogeneous liners consist of a felt tube impregnated with synthetic resin.The purpose of
the felt tube is merely to retain the resin and it
plays no role in the final strength of the product.
The tube consists of 1–7 layers of felt, each
joined with a longitudinal seam.To ensure a uniform laminate, the seams of successive layers are
staggered.The outermost layer of felt (which
forms the inside surface of the finished pipe) is
coated with a layer of PU, PE or PP.
Depending on the supplier, non-homogeneous
liners consist of either a diagonally woven layer of
felt or a laminate of various types of fibreglass.
Using fibreglass provides the liner with reinforcement.The fibreglass used can be E or ECR fibreglass. E fibreglass is not resistant to chemicals and
is therefore not suitable for aggressive wastewater.
ECR fibreglass on the other hand is resistant to
chemicals and can therefore be used for all kinds
of wastewater.
The type of resin used is selected on the basis
of customer information on temperature and
chemical conditions in the host pipe.The following main types are used:
■ Polyester resins – used for ordinary sewer lines
■ Epoxy resins – used when heat and chemical
resistance is required
■ Vinyl ester resins – used when outstanding
heat and chemical resistance is required
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8.1 Introduction
For many years now, lining with cured-in-place
pipes (CIPP) has been a well-established technique and a recognised alternative to conventional open-cut methods in Scandinavian countries,
not least be cause of quality assurance work carried out in the individual countries and the control
scheme established in Denmark.
Innumerable cables and pipes are buried in the
ground.The installation of pipeline systems for
distributing water and gas and for draining rainwater and sewage was started in the middle of the
19th century.
As a result of the natural deterioration of pipes
and the ever-increasing demands made on them,
pipelines are currently undergoing large-scale rehabilitation. In Denmark, the systematic inspection and renovation of pipelines is mostly concerned with sewers.
Pipeline renovation using CIPP was invented
by Peter Wood in 1972, and used in Scandinavia
for the first time in the mid 1970s. Subsequently,
the methods, including the materials used, underwent further development throughout the 1980s
and 1990s.

There are several variants of all these main
resin types, providing properties suitable for special applications.

1

CURED-IN-PLACE LINING

8.2 Applications
It is important to choose the best renovation
method for each individual project.The available
space, the chemical composition of the fluid carried by the pipeline, the pressure and temperature
in the pipeline, the number of laterals, the number of manholes, etc. must be assessed from project to project.
The following table provides an overview of
CIPP applications and possible limitations.
METHODS
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(D)
(E)
(F)

Pipeline type

Suitable Comments

Sewers
Gas pipelines
Potable water pipelines
Chemical/industrial
pipelines
Straight pipelines
Pipelines with bends
Circular pipes
Non-circular pipes
Pipelines with varying
cross-section
Pipelines with lateral
connections
Pipelines with deformation
Pressure pipelines

✔
✔ (see note A)

✔ (see note B)
✔
✔ (see note C)
✔
✔ (see note D)

(G)

(H)

the liner must remain on the underlying protective foil and must under no circumstance
become twisted. It is important to be aware
that vertical creases may occur in the liner
when negotiating sharp bends.
All the described methods are suitable for lining main pipelines with circular, egg-shaped
or V-shaped cross sections.
Some proprietary liner systems allow CIPP
techniques to be used in pipelines with varying cross-sectional area.
Laterals can be reinstated using a robotic cutter. It is presently possible to re-open laterals
on pipelines with a diameter of more than
100 mm. In man-entry systems, laterals are
re-opened manually.With some CIPP systems, watertight connectors can be fitted between laterals and main lines.
CIPP can be used where deformities are
minor. For major deformities, localised repair
using tunnelling techniques or excavation
should be carried out prior to lining.
A few liner manufacturers can supply laminates suitable for pressure pipelines.

✔ (see note E)
✔ (see note F)
✔ (see note G)
✔ (see note H)

(A) The Phoenix lining system is approved for lining potable water pipelines and can be
combined with other lining systems to provide sufficient strength.
(B) As each manufacturer uses different types of
resin, reinforcement, etc., the chemical resistance of liners varies from supplier to supplier. However, all systems using felt impregnated with polyester resin or ECR fibreglass
reinforcement are suitable for aggressive
wastewater. If special characteristics are required, individual manufacturers should be contacted in order to help finding the most suitable product for specific requirements with
regard to chemical content, concentration,
temperature, etc.
(C) The possibility of negotiating bends depends
on the installation and curing processes of
the various systems. Liners that are inverted
during insertion can usually negotiate bends
up to 90°.There are, however limitations to
the degree of bending that UV-cured liners
can manage. Bends can also present problems
for liners that are pulled into place because

Dimensions and maximum lengths
Liners cured with water can have diameters of
100 mm to 2000 mm and lengths of up to 600
metres.
Liners cured with steam can have diameters of
50 mm to approx. 600 mm and lengths of up to
150 metres.
Liners cured with UV light can have diameters of 150 mm to 900 mm and lengths of up to
200 metres.
Liners that are pulled into place can have diameters of 100 mm to 1250 mm and lengths of up
to 200 metres.
Localised repair
Localised repair is performed with a wide range
of systems.The systems fall into the following
two main categories depending on the diameter
of the pipe to be repaired:
■ For pipe diameters from 150 mm to approx.
600 mm, repairs are carried out by remotecontrolled equipment inside the pipe
■ For pipe diameters larger than approx. 600
mm, repairs are carried out manually from inside the pipe
Liners used for localised repair are generally
the same CIPP products as those used for ordinary pipeline renovation.
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Environmental conditions at the workplace
It is the responsibility of individual contractors to
comply with current legislation on the work environment.The authorities are especially vigilant
regarding possible work environment problems
relating to the renovation of sewer systems.
Examples of the aspects that must be covered are:
■ Workplace evaluations
■ Safety organisation
■ Health and safety plans
■ Safety measures
■ Safety equipment
■ Welfare measures
■ Personal hygiene
■ Emergency plans
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Localised repairs are not presently covered by
the Danish control scheme.The market is characterised by a wide range of suppliers and systems.
For all of these systems, wall thickness is difficult
to calculate, their service life is unknown and the
tightness of their connection to existing pipes is
doubtful. Localised repair must be considered as
repair and not as NO-DIG renovation, for which
pipeline owners can expect a service life similar
to that of new installations. In addition, localised
repair limits the work that can be done on the
pipe at a later date. Some localised repairs greatly
reduce pipe diameter and cause creases in subsequently installed liners.

Cured-in-place lining.
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It should also be borne in mind that in addition to national legislation, local authorities can lay
down rules and regulations for many aspects of
the work environment.
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Environmental aspects of CIPP products
Product specifications should be used to ensure
that the chosen product is suitable for the renovation in question. For example, greater demands
are made on potable water pipelines than on sewer lines. In this case, it is important to ensure that
all product information and approvals required by
the authorities are available.

8.3 Preliminary surveying
To achieve the best possible result of pipeline
renovation using CIPP techniques, it is important
to carry out detailed preliminary surveying to determine, at the very least, the following:
■ The condition of the existing pipeline
– using closed circuit television (CCTV)
inspection
■ The need for cleaning – using CCTV inspection
■ Pipeline length and depth
■ Pipeline dimensions, deformities, displaced
joints and bends
■ Water table depth
■ Location of laterals
■ Traffic load
■ Lateral data – including dimensions, unused
service lines, used service lines and intruding
service line connections
■ Manhole condition

Installation under difficult conditions..
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Usually, the preparatory work required depends on what the pipeline is designed to carry.
For a sewer, for example, preparatory work would
include:
■ Inspection and possible grinding of intruding
service line connections, pipe sections and displaced joints on the existing pipeline
■ Inspection and possible grinding or cutting
away of scattered deposits
■ Water jetting/root cutting
■ Closing/blocking off unused service lines
■ Restoration of the existing pipeline or parts of
it when badly deformed
Design criteria
In Denmark, specifications for cured-in-place pipes used in renovation work under the Danish
Control Scheme for Pipeline Rehabilitation

(Kontrolordning for ledningsrenovering) are calculated in accordance with the current edition of
Static Design Criteria for Rehabilitating Sewer
Lines (Gravity Sewers) (Statisk dimensionering
ved fornyelse af afløbsledninger (gravitationsledninger)), published by the Danish Contractor's
Association (see references).
The material parameters of each product are
determined using continuous process control as
stipulated in technical guidelines under the control scheme.The material parameters are therefore
correlated to the partial coefficients laid down in
the guidelines for design criteria equivalent to the
requirements set by DS 409.
The pipeline owner shall, in connection with
design criteria calculation, provide information
on whether the cured-in-place liner is to be designed as an unsupported pipe (i.e. for laying in
peat or mud) or a pipe with side support (i.e. for
laying in soil). In addition, information should be
provided on the depth of the water table if this is
known, and on whether the pipeline must be able
to withstand vertical loads from the ground or
above-ground traffic. Procedures for providing
such information are given in the design criteria
guidelines. As material parameters vary from product to product, the wall thickness of the various
liners will differ despite their design being determined on the same assumptions. A homogeneous,
tough product with a low modulus of elasticity
will thus be thicker than a brittle product containing fibreglass.
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8.4 Preparatory work
Once necessary preliminary surveying has been
completed and renovation is about to commence,
there are several routines for the way in which
preparatory work should be carried out in order
to achieve effective pipeline renovation.
These include:
■ Any planned overpumping, its duration and
the number of consumers affected
■ Planned traffic diversions and their advertising
■ Pipeline shutoff (timing, duration, number of
laterals affected)

Installation using water inversion and hot-water curing.
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